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HISTORY 
The first \Vattle Gully Gold Mining Company was formed in 1859. It had a capital of 5000 shares worth 
£25,000 and the mine was allocated an area of nine and a half acres. Initially there were promising 
vields: in October 1859 a body of stone yielded 4oz to the ton. However during the 1860s the Wattle 
Gully along with most quartz mining operations was affected by a dramatic slump in business investment 
and in 1869 it forfeited its lease. 

During the 1870s there was a mining revival. J.W.Sparks recorded that at this time "speculators arrived 
from all parts .. claims were pegged out and mining companies were formed every day". A second 
Wattle Gully Gold t\'lining Company formed in 1871 and continued to operate periodically until 1889. 

The lifting of the gold standard price in 1930 prompted a revival of the field. A variety of companies 
were formed such as the Post Office Hill, Argus Hill, North Chewton, North Wattle Gully, Chewton and 
South Wattle Gully. However none proved profitable and by 1932 the majority of shares were being 
forfeited. A director of one company, Dickenson, bought all the forfeited shares at 9p each and paid the 
calls owing on them. He then amalgamated all the leases and formed the Wattle Gully Gold Mines NL 
in 1933. 

After sinking a shaft down 800 feet a very large body of stone was found, sixty feet wide and extremely 
rich. This was the beginning of a period of great prosperity for the Wattle Gully mine. The company 
built its own battery and all the quartz was crushed on site. A winder, battery and poppet legs were 
purchased from the Central Nell Gwynne in Bendigo. In the late 1950s, Wattle Gully was Victoria's 

·oest gold producer. The annual output of gold was 15,000 fine oz and the mine employed 140 men. 
~~0.000 was spent on an improvement scheme in 1959 but by 1969 it had become unprofitable. It 
closed for a period and reopened between 1970-197 l before ceasing operations again in 1976. 

The Wattle Gully mine has continued to operate periodically since then. 

DESCRIPTION 

Due to the continuous working of the site there are only remnants of the earlier phases of the mine 
remaining. The significance of the site derives from its long history of mining activity. 

REFERENCES 
Castlemai11e - Tourist and Industrial Centre of the r 'ic1orian Highlands, 1959 
Chev,,1on Video, No 2 
D.G.Jones, Discovery and Development of the Wattle Gully Mi11e - Draft 
Harry Ottery, 1vfo11111 Alexander Goldfield.1·, p33 
McCann, The Cultural Landscape of the Castlemaine-Chewton Goldfields, Dec l 990 

Assessed by 
W. Jacobs/K Twigg 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER □ 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER □ 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton E, lSSB&C 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C54 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NAME: Chewton State School 
ADDRESS: Hunter Street 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 564 923 

Although a number of schools once existed in the area, the Chewton State School is the only one 
which continues to operate. The school, built in 1911, traces its origins back to 1859 through two 
earlier schools - the St John's Episcopalian school and the School in the Park. The spacious 
weatherboard buildings and school yard suggest the large numbers of families resident in Chewton at 
the turn of the century. The level ground and landscaped gardens around the school witness to the 
community effort expended in preparing the worked out mining ground for use as a school site. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Community Life (Schools) 

'~, ' 

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAM 1989/90 
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COMMITTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE 

BUILDING DATE 
1911 

PHOTOGRAPH 
FILM No. 8/11 
DATE 17.6.92 

BYW. JACOBSANDK. Tw!GG 217 DRUMMOND STREET SOUTH BALLARAT 3350 TELEPHONE 053-317 II5 
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HISTORY 

The early Chewton schools were Church of England Common School No. 139; Wesleyan Common 
School No. 153 and the Roman Catholic School No. 286 at Golden Point, known as the Catholic 
Common School 

In 1871 a school - known locally as the Park School - was opened and after the Education Act in 1872, 
it became the major school in the area. However, although the Park School had been described as the 
"largest and most commodious in the district" upon its erection, by the turn of the century it had an 
enrolment of 3 3 3 and a public meeting in March l 904 resolved that the attention of the Education 
Department be called to the very urgent need of a a new or more suitable school. 

After a great deal oflocal agitation a site for a new school was finally selected in Hunter Street - an area 
that had been the subject of extensive alluvial mining. Local residents formed volunteer working parties 
to fill in old shafts and level the ground so building work could begin. In February 1910 the contract for 
erecting a school on the site was let to Mr George Tonks ofCastlemaine. 

The new school was opened on the !st February, 1911 by Mr Billson, Minister of Education. This was 
celebrated by a street procession headed by the Castlemaine Borough Band followed by a monster picnic 
and sports programme at the Purches' gardens . 

The first head teacher was Mr John Whitford who left and was replaced by Mr W. Dixon in the same 
.r the school was opened. 

In 1927 the Education Department was granted five acres for plantation purposes on the site of the old 
Francis Ormond sand dump and along Main Road (now the Pyrenees Highway). Volunteer groups 
consisting of parents, teachers, senior students cleared and planted pinus radiata here and on a smaller 
parcel ofland near the Mount Street bridge. When the pines were milled, the proceeds contributed to 
replacing top soil and landscaping the lawns in front of the school. 

DESCRIPTION 

The timber school is a large version of the Edwardian style of building developed for the infants only 
style of school. These were more usually built in brick but featured as here the timbered gables and half 
hip roofs with metal ventilators along the ridge. The face brick chimneys retain their rendered tops and 
terra cotta chimney pots. 

Except for the extensive landscaping the building and site is little altered externally from when it was 
constructed in 191 I. 

The school is a large timber development of the standard Edwardian school of the era retaining many of 
standard elements of the style including the timbered gables, the render and face brick chimneys, the 

ndge ventilators, the grouped double hung timber windows and the massing of intersecting hip and half 
hip roofs. 

REFERENCES 
Chewton Video, No. l - Interview with Bessie Brown 
Harry Ottery, The Mount Alexander Goldfield,·, 1986 
History of the Chewton State School, Centenary Celebrations, 20 October 1962 
Richard Peterson, Historic Government Schools, A Comparative Study, Department of Planning and 
Development, June 1993 

Assessed b)· 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg 
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CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER □ 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST □ 
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OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton E 16A 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C61 

TOWN/DISTRICT: 

NAME: Bridge abutments and stone walling 
ADDRESS: North Street, Walker Street 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 558 926 

The re-alignment of Forest Creek away from the rear of the buildings lining the Pyrenees Highway 
retained the original buildings and the line of the road. The retaining wall indicates the need to restrict 
Forest Creek to a defined course in the face of a demand for gold and water which had earlier led to the 
removal of much of the creek bank. The extension and solid construction of the walls are a reminder of 
the 1889 flood when the creek swept past an earlier retaining wall, trapping two men in the Francis 
Ormond mine. This was Chewton's worst mining disaster and, since little else now remains of the 
Francis Ormond mine, the wall is the only significant built reminder of the disaster. 

The North Street bridge represents a crucial link between North Chewton and the Chewton township. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMEND A TIO NS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Water, Transport 

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAMME 1989/90. 
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COMMITTEE (VlCTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE 

BUILDING DA TE 
1880 (extens 1903) 

PHOTOGRAPH 
FILM No. 7/26A 
DATE 16.6.92 

Br If'. J.-ICOBS.-tl'D K. T1<1GG 217 DRC.\L\JO.\D STREET SOLTH BALL.JR-IT 3350 TELEPHO.\'E 053-317 I 15 
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HISTORY 
J. W. Sparks worked for the Chewton Borough Council from 1863 to l 908 and was employed as a 
qualified engineer and surveyor from 1879. In 1880 he was directed to erect a retaining wall in order to 
divert Forest Creek. The reason for this is explained in Spark's Autobiography: 

Forest Creek had long been a source of great trouble to the residents of Main Street especially 
at the back of those living on Main Street from Mount Street to the Francis Ormo11d. washing 
away large q11a11tities of land at the rear; and strong inj!11e11ce was brought to bear in order to 
obtain a grant for the purpose of diverti11g the creek through the rock near Walkers residence. 

The Council were able to obtain a grant of £750 and Sparks prepared plans for a retaining wall with a 
cutting through rock and earthworks, in order to divert For est Creek to the other side of the Flat. The 
contract was let to M. McCarthy, a resident of Golden Point. He employed only local men and 
completed the wall satisfactorily for a cost of £780. 

On the I January l 889, the Chewton area experienced a severe flood. There was a cloudburst on 
Mount Alexander and water rushed with such force down into the valley that it broke the banks of 
Commissioner Gully Reservoir and swept into the township washing everything away in its course. An 
earthen embankment, preventing water from reaching the Francis Ormond mine shafts on Argus Flat, 
was washed away and the mine shaft was swamped, drowning two men. This became Chewton's worst 
mining disaster. 

rhewton was given £ I 400 by the Government to help repair the flood damage. Sparks was given the 
k of repairing the retaining walls and replacing all the bridges that had been swept away in the flood. 

The present North Street bridge base structure probably dates from this period. 

In I 903 it was discovered that when the creek reached the end of the Walker Street retaining wall it was 
threatening to breach the bank and flood the Francis Ormond mine again. It was proposed to extend the 
wall from the cutting at Walker Street in a straight line to the North Street bridge. The Public Works 
Department allocated £250 to the project and the new stretch of retaining wall was designed and 
completed by Sparks. 

DESCRIPTION 
J. W. Sparks in his Autobiography, in 1910, described the retaining wall he designed in 1880 in these 
terms: 

I prepared the plans for a retaining wall 6 chains long from the bridge to the rock, and for cutting 
through the rock for 45 feet in width and earthworks in cutting averaging 5 feet deep along the 
side of Argus Hill, diverting the creek to the other side of the Flat. 

"wid Bannear in his Assessment of Historic Mining Sites in the Castlemaine-Chewton Area, A1ay 1990 
scribed it as: 

A stone retaining wall that runs from Mount Street, Chewton, west to just past the 1950s stone 
crushing plant, a distance of approximately 250m. The wall, at its western end, measures l. 9m 
above the current creek level, top stones varying in length from half to one metre. All are half a 
metre thick and bounded together by a hard mortar. The retaining wall is in good condition. 

The retaining wall is of coursed rubble walls of local slate with roughly dressed large capping stones. 
The bridge abutments, in contrast, are of regularly sized and dressed stones. 

The retaining wall is significant for its length, the use of local materials and the alteration to the 
landscape caused by its construction. These changes included the new alignment of the creek and the 
retention of the original road through Chewton and the houses that abutted it. 

REFERENCES 
J. W Sparks, Autobiography of Mr las W Sparks, I 9 l 0 

Assessed bi· 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg 
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HISTORJC BCILDL'\GS REGISTER 0 
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:-iATIONA.L TRCST 0 
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OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 

STA TEl\IENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE :\'o: Bannear Site ?\o 12 
C62 

TO\Y:\'/DISTRlCT: Che,,1on 

:\'A:'\IE: Garfield Water Wheel Footings 
ADDRESS: OffNonh Street -

FOR\-IER NAME: 

l\lAP NAME: 
lVlAP REFERENCE BU 563934 

The Garfield water wheel abutments have considerable scientific and historic significance, being the site 
of the largest water wheel ever erected in Australia. The site also has considerable social value as 
testified by a commemorative plaque attached to the structure's northern abutment. It is an important 
representation of the highly mechanised mining of the latter nineteenth century and a rare example of the 
use of water power. It is also a landscape feature of great interest. It forms one ofa network of sites in 
this vicinity which illustrate the sequence of re-workings characteristic of the history of mining activity 
within the Castlemaine and Fryerstown Mining Divisions (See also Site 121, 12 2, 12.3, Sites 13 to 19) 

State Significance 

RECOMlVIEi'\DATIONS 

Retention on the Register of Government Buildings and the Register of the National Estate.Metcalfe 
Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Gold, Water 

BUILDING DATE 
1887 

PHOTOGRAPH 
FILM 7/20No 
DATE 17/6/92 

David Bannear and Robyn Annear, Assessment of Historic ;\,fining Siles in the Casr!emaine-Che1rton 
Area: A Pilot Study, Historic i\--Iining Sites Assessment Committee, May 1990 
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HISTORY 
In 1882 the mining surveyor's report show that three main companies were engaged in prospectino the 
Garfield Reef. The most prominent was the Garfield Company. Late in 1885 the Mining Registr:r, 
reported that, "in quartz mining the Garfield Company takes the premier position for the past quarter, 
with 910 oz of gold .. the company employs about 70 men and boys". 

The company's success continued in 1886 and by the middle of the year the Garfield Company sold out 
and formed a new company to acquire more capital to develop their growing property. They had greatly 
added to their ground by taking in three other leases giving them a total of over 50 acres. Their last 
acquisition of 20 acres included the Englishman's Reef which had proved to be very rich near the 
surface. To the west they added about ten acres, in order to secure a line known as the Energetic which 
was considered to be a continuation of the Wattle Gully line. A report in the MAM shows that the 
crushing battery was replaced at this time because of subsidence and that the directors had: 

determined to take advantage of the removal to make an alteration in the motive power and the 
present steam power is to be superseded by water. The battery will be removed to about 500ft 
south of the present site in the vicinity of the Government water race and be worked by a large 
water wheel. 

A constant and reliable supply of water provided from the Caliban Scheme enabled the Company to 
power the water wheel. The wheel was constructed of timber and, with a diameter of 72 feet, it was 
reputed to be one of the largest in the Southern Hemisphere. It was supplied with water the Victorian 
Water Supply race which was an elevated timber race running from the Expedition Pass Reservoir. 

After observing the wheel's successful operation the Mining Registrar praised the use of water for quartz 
crushing, arguing that it gave employment to over sixty men in place of the six to eight men who would 
have used the same amount of water in sluicing. In 1895 the mine was reorganised and given a fresh 
injection of English capital and became known as the Forest Creek Gold Mining Company. John Ebbott 
was manager of the mine until I 912. 

The new Company appears to have concentrated its efforts on the southern part of the lease. In May 
1903 the MAJ.\1 reported that it was probable that the Forest Creek Gold Reef mine would close. In 
1904 the water wheel was dismantled and replaced by a steam plant. It had operated for 17 years 
although it had never been a complete success. A variety of components within the wheel proved 
inadequate for the heavy work expected of them and needed to be frequently replaced. The wheel's 
efficiency was also affected by strong winds. 

All hands were laid off in 1906 but the mine must have reopened for it is mentioned in an article in the 
Australian Mining Standard in 1910. The mine closed again some time between 1910 and 1920 but was 
reopened in the 1930s by the new Garfield Company. The Company appears to have been unsuccessful. 
A press report in March 1939 described how water shortages caused by drought had stopped operations 
for nine months. The company was still prospecting in 1942 but must have closed soon after. 

DESCRIPTION 
The abutments are of stone, mainly rubble, but shaped into regular blocks. They are about nine metres 
high and have neat stepped edges tapering into a narrow top. The stone was possibly quarried on site. 
(NT) There are sections of concrete floor and some battery footings. On the hill above to the east is 
situated the Victorian Water Supply water race and take-off point for the wooden flume that fed the 
under-shot water wheel. 

REFERENCES 
Ray Bradfield, Castfemaine; A Golden Han•est 
National Trust File No. 1979 
The Garfield Wheel, Public Library of Victoria, Research Department 
Information from Silas Ellery 
l'v!RR June 1887, 2 Dec 1885, Sept 1887 
MAl\1, 30 Aug, 1886 
Australian Mining Standard, 1910 

David Bannear and Robyn Annear, AssessmenJ of Historic Mining Sites in the Castlemaine-Chewton 
Area: A Pilot Study, Historic Mining Sites Assessment Committee, May 1990 
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TITLE DETAILS: 
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C65 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NAME: Moncrieff/Morrison House 
ADDRESS: Pitman Street 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 569 924 

This house dating from the 1870s, is a good example of gold era residential building in Chewton. The 
small scale and proportions of the building, the use of parallel hipped roofs and the unusual window 
sizes make this a significant example of a variation to the more usual "miner's cottage" pattern found 
on the central goldfields. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Residential), Gold 

•··,:;~ 
~:S...~.!Y~ .... ...:~.,;: 

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAM 1989/90 
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COMMITTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE 

BUILDING DATE 
c1870 

PHOTOGRAPH 
FILM No. 9/13. 

, DATE 24/6/92 

BY W. JACOBSANOK. TwtGG 217 DRUMMOND STREET SOUTH BALLARAT 3350 TELEPHONE 053-317 115 
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HISTORY 

John Moncrieff, a miner, lived with his family on this allotment at least as early as I 867. Initially the 
family resided in house made from wooden slabs but by 1876 a brick residence had been built However 
they may have continued to use the earlier wooden section for the rate books describe the house as both 
brick and wood. 

John Moncrieff was a prominent local Methodist. He died around the turn of the century and his wife 
continued to live in the house for some years after his death. 

By 1913 the house was leased to William Morrison, a miner and general labourer. He continued to lease 
the house from the Moncrieff family until the 1930s when he purchased the property. 

DESCRIPTION 

This brick house has two parallel hipped roofs. The small, almost square six paned windows are unusual 
as they are slightly horizontal, whereas windows taller than wider are more normally found in Victorian 
era houses. The house has a very low ceiling height and the building is below the present day ground 

,el making it fit snugly into its site. The brickworks has been painted and the window facing the street 
appears to be a later addition as it is set higher than the other windows and there are changes in the 
brickwork below the window. 

The small scale and proportions of the building, the use of parallel hipped roofs and the unusual window 
sizes make this a significant example of a variation to the more usual "miner's cottage" pattern found on 
the central goldfields. 

REFERENCES 
Borough ofChewton Rate Books and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books 
Information from Silas Ellery and Stuart Williamson 
Information from Barbara James 

Assessed by 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg 
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CURRENT LISTINGS: 
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TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton E104,105 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C65B 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Che\vton 

NAME: Carthew House 
ADDRESS: Pitman Street 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 570 920 

A substantially intact house dating back to the early I 860s. Its solid stone construction suggests that 
Henry Carthew had prospered during the gold rushes of the 1850s. The house gains in significance by 
its proximity to several houses of similar date and style in the same street. The house is strongly 
identified with the Carthew family who owned the property from the I 860s to the 1940s. The building 
is a stone example of a miners cottage, slightly wider than usual and retains its original materials, 
windows, and verandah form. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMEND A IIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (residential), Gold 

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL EST A TE PROGRAMME 1989/90. 
FOR THE NATIONAL EST ATE COMMITTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE 

BUILDING DA IE 
cl860 

PHOTOGRAPH 
! FILM No. 9/20 
. DATE 24.6.92 

sr W JACOBSASD K. TH1GG 2 I 7 DRG:\l\JO.\'D STREET SOLTH BALL4KJT 3350 TELEPHOXE 053-3 I 7 115 
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HISTORY 

Henry Carthew, miner, purchased this block from the Crown probably in the late 1850s. A Sale Plan 
drawn up in May 1861 shows a substantial dwelling on these allotments and the earliest rate books 
record Henry Carthew living in a stone dwelling on this allotment in 1864. Henry Carthew arrived early 
on the goldfields and he is reported to have founded the Wesleyan Sunday School in I 852 so it is 
possible that the building may even have been erected in the early 1850s. Henry Carthew continued to 
be very active in the Wesleyan church. 

In the later decades of the nineteenth century, Henry's son, Henry Carthew Junior, who worked as a 
carter, appears to have taken up residence in the house. 

In 1903 he was still the owner of the property but by I 913 the house had passed to Miss Sarah Carthew, 
possibly his daughter. She was still residing in the house in 1939. 

DESCRIPTION 

~his stone building is a wide version of the typical form for a "miners cottage". The building is 
. cctangular with a gable roof which changes pitch to form a verandah in the front of the house. This 
building is unusual in that it is of rubble stone construction and rendered, it is slightly wider than usual 
and the skillion roofed section at the back is also in stone. The building has a brick chimney which may 
have been rebuilt. 

The house has symmetrically placed 12 paned windows either side of a central door. The verandah 
posts have been replaced and the verandah now has no decorative elements. The building has a low 
ceiling and is set slightly below the present day ground level. 

REFERENCES 
Borough ofChewton and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books 
Information from Silas Ellery and Stuart Williamson 
ALPA Submission to the HBC, November 1991 

Assessed by 
W. Jacobs/K. T\\igg 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDYJ-292/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 

FILE No: C67A 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Chewton 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER □ 
HBC No. NAME: Pyrenees Highway 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway from,Elphinstone to 

Castlemaine 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 
Classified by Dept. Conservation and Natural Resources 
Road & Verges Study• Tunnel Hill 

FORMER NAME: 

TITLE DETAILS: MAP NAME: Chewton/Castlemaine 
Chewton D35 B&C MAP REFERENCE BU 628 902 · BU 547 927 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

The winding road from Elphinstone through Chewton and on to Castlemaine is one of the main features 
that give the Chewton area its special character. The road winds through forested areas from 
Elphinstone with views of the railway embankments, cuttings, bridges and tunnel. From Wesley hill it 
descends into the valley of Forest Creek and is lined with early buildings. The winding, undulating 
nature of the road is similar to the alignment of the early track which wound its way through the centre 
of the Forest Creek diggings. The road verges and adjacent public land with their collection of plants 
and habitats are important elements of the character of the road. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMEND A TIO NS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing), Recommendation for addition to the Register of the 
National Estate 

THEMES 
Transport 

BUILDING DATE 
from 1850s 
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HISTORY 

During the gold rushes torrents of gold seekers took the most direct route to the latest discovery. In 
later years the main road to the Mount Alexander diggings was a track running west from Sawpit Gully 
to Chewton (the route of the present Pyrenees Highway) but one of the first miners on the field, Henry 
Leversha, stated that in the early days of the rush this road did not exist. Instead all teams going to and 
from the diggings had to travel by way of Golden Point. An I 854 map shows this road diverging from 
the Melbourne Road at Faraday and continuing straight to Forest Creek 

Bitter complaints had long been expressed regarding the condition of the road to the goldfields and in 
the late l 850s the Central Roads Board spent a large proportion of its funds constructing a solid road 
from Melbourne through Castlemaine, Bendigo and onto the Murray. Throughout the nineteenth 
century this remained the major road in the Shire. 

The alignment of the road through Chewton is similar to that shown in the 1858 photographs of the 
Forest Creek diggings. 

As David Bannear has pointed out, due to the ephemeral nature of the structures and technology used in 
the early gold rushes and the constant re-working of alluvial diggings, there is little evidence now of the 
"immense scale of human occupation and activity" that defined Chewton during the gold rush period of 
the I 850s. For instance those buildings that survive are those built of stone or brick - not the canvas, 
timber or wattle and daub structures that were far more common. The road is one of the most dominant 
remnants from the early period of goldmining in Chewton. 

DESCRIPTION 

The winding road from Elphinstone runs parallel and to the south of the railway line which has a long 
embankment followed by the deep cutting as the railway passes under the road via the Elphinstone 
Tunnel. The railway then runs north of the road through to Castlemaine with the embankments forming 
an edge to the township. 

The roadway, rolls and curves with the contours of the land. The constantly curving roadway displays 
the landscape to advantage, and the interest of the journey is heightened by views which open and close. 
The road from Elphinstone is bordered by long leaf box (E. goniocalyx) and yellow gum (E. leucoxylon) 
in a dense association, along the rural stretches of the road. The road descends from the highest point at 
Tunnel Hill, where the railway passes under it via the Elphinstone tunnel, down the broad ridge to the 
Golden Point Road intersection and Lawson's Bridge. It then zig zags into Chewton following the 
r-tural contours and is lined when many early buildings. The views over the Forest Creek flats still 
, Jke the images of the early gold rush period, and the sense of enclosure to the lineal nature of the 
township along the valley given by the hills to the north and the railway embankment to the south, all 
add to the character of the road. 

REFERENCES 
National Trust of Australia (Victoria) file 
Record, of Castlemaine Pioneers, 1970, 
Early Map - G. Wills, 1854, Roll 27, Central Plan Office 
Priestley, Making Their Mark, 1984, 
Reilly and Carew, Sun Pictures of Victoria, 1983 
David Bannear and Robyn Annear, Assessment of Historic Mining Sites in the Castlemaine-Chewton 
Area: A Pilot Study, Historic Mining Sites Assessment Committee, May l 990 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE ST!,fDY 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL EST ATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton D35 B&C 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C68 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NAME: Cemetery, Chewton 
ADDRESS: Off Pyrenees Highway 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 577 921 

The Chewton Cemetery, with headstones dating back to the early I 860s, is significant as a register of 
the nineteenth century social character ofChewton. The denominational layout of the Cemetery 
suggests the relative strength of each denomination and the size and detail of head stones provides 
information about the status and wealth of individuals. The number of premature deaths recorded on the 
memorials also reflects the risks associated with life in a developing mining town. Several Chinese grave 
sites exist within the Cemetery, one of the few remaining signs that a large number of Chinese once 
populated the Mount Alexander diggings. The combination of brick lodge, plantings, headstones and 
layout make the cemetery a significant element in the Chewton area. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMEND A TIO NS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing), Recommendation for addition to the Register of the 
National Estate 

THEMES 
Community Life (Cemeteries) 
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BUILDING DATE 
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HISTORY 
During the early years of the Mount Alexander diggings, poor diet, lack of sanitation and the pollution 
of water supply sources encouraged the spread of illnesses such as dysentery and there were many 
deaths, particularly amongst children. Burials tended to take place at the nearest and most convenient 
location and small burial grounds and lone graves became scattered throughout the diggings. Many of 
these are now scarcely distinguishable. 

In March 1852 The Argus correspondent in Chewton wrote that another burial had taken place at the 
back of the Post Office on the opposite side of the creek. Two weeks later he reported that one more 
adult and two more children had died from dysentery and there were now I 4 graves in the gully which 
had acquired the name of "Graveyard Gully". This may have been the area also known as Bonnet Flat 
(now Shields Street), where several half buried head stones can still be identified although the area is 
now overgrown and used for grazing. 

Many early Chewton residents may have been buried in this cemetery before a public meeting was held 
at the Red Hill Hall on 15 July 1859 in order to establish a gazetted cemetery at Chewton. The 
government had already reserved land for the cemetery which was to be situated about half a mile from 
the centre of Chewton. As was common practice two trustees representing each of the six 
denominations within Chewton - Episcopalian, Wesleyan, Independent, Roman Catholic, Presbyterian, 
and Primitive Methodist - were appointed to the Cemetery Trust. 

The early head stones in particular demonstrate a variety of styles possibly reflecting the many different 
r•tionalities on the gold fields and the availability of a range of monumental expertise. Several graves 

'e Welsh inscriptions and one memorial bears an inscription in Danish. The graves of Chewton's 
wealthiest residents are frequently marked by large and elaborate tombstones. The cemetery also 
includes some Chinese grave sites. Some of the more elaborate stones were carved by J. V. Witliams. 
Burials over the next ten years continued to bear witness to the vulnerability of young children to 
accident and illness on the gold fields while at the same time demonstrating a certain fatalism. After 
losing their twelve year old son in I 866, John and Ann Temple inscribed on the headstone: 

"Who plucked my choicest flower?" the gardener cried. 
"The Master did," a well-known Voice replied. 
"Tis well! they are all his," the gardener said 
And meekly bowed his reverential head." 

DESCRIPTION 
The cemetery has headstones dating back to the 1860s and in general the layout follows a clear 
denominational pattern. There is some evidence of a formal layout with traditional plant species such as 
Monterey or Roman Cypress (C11press11s macrocarpa and C sampervirens) indicated by rows of cypress 
stumps and mature specimens. Other plantings of significance include Lombardy poplar, E11calypt11s 
.1pp., Quercus sp. Valonia Oak - one good specimen, Pinus radiata, hawthorn trees, roses and bulbs. 
There is a section of native bush which includes native grasses and an independent assessment should be 
, ·-<Jertaken as present management strategies for fire control - burning of grass- may be detrimental. 

The cemetery is entered by an unusual twentieth century entrance gate and pillars. The creek is crossed 
by a timber bridge with an early iron strap bench pla_ced under the cypress trees. 

There is an ornate bichromatic Gothic detailed brick lodge. The lodge is a rectangular red face brick 
building with a band of cream bricks at the springing level of the pointed arched windows. The doorway 
also has a pointed arch and this and the windows is marked by a rendered moulding. The window 
contains two pointed arched lights in the opening. Above the door is a rose window marked with a 
render moulding. The gable end barge boards are of ornate timber work. 

The combination of Gothic lodge, plantings, headstones and layout make the cemetery a significant 
element in the Chewton area. 
REFERENCES 
Helen Doxford & I. Davidson, Grave Reflections, 1981 
K. M. Bowden, Doctors and Diggers 011 the Mount Alexander Goldfields, 1974 
Back to Chewton Booklet, 1984 
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CURRENT LISTINGS: 

FILE No: C69 

TO\VN/DISTRICT: Chewton 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 

NAME: Mount Pleasant 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FOR!VIER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
D 29, 30 MAP REFERENCE BU 572 920 

STATElVIENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 
Mount Pleasant expresses the response of a prominent local resident to success and prosperity derived 
largely from gold. Its expansion and improvement in the early twentieth century is an expression of the 
wealth Jeremiah Archbold was able to win from quartz reprocessing at a time when most mining activity 
in the area had proved itself unprofitable. The survival of Archbold's gold processing plant on the 
adjacent property adds to the significance. The siting of the house, at the top of a steep hill and set 
within a garden dominated by mature trees and at the top of the steep bitumen driveway with bricked 
lined drains either side gives the house a dramatic setting. 

Local Significance 

RECOl\1MENDA TIO NS 
Recommendation for inclusion on the Register of the National Estate, Metcalfe Planning Scheme 
(individual listing) 

THEMES 
Gold, Towns (Residential) 
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HISTORY 
Jeremiah Archbold was born in the County of Newcastle on Tyne, England in 1846. When he was only 
eleven his family migrated to Australia and settled in Chewton. Ralph Archbold is said to have worked 
as a mining engineer and for a period he and his son, Jeremiah, had an interest in the Central Wattle 
Gully mine. 

Jeremiah married Elizabeth Batten in 1868 and the couple had five children. Elizabeth died in 1882 at 
the age of only 33. Jeremiah remarried, a woman named Sophia Dyer, at Boo rt and they had a further 
seven children. In 1884, Jeremiah purchased a large allotment on a hill overlooking the Chewton 
township from Edwin Purches for £200. This allotment had been purchased from the Crown by E. A. 
Poulton in 1859 for £42/9/3. He and Mrs B. A. Poulton sold it to Charles Nicholson as conveyance in 
trust in 1867 which enabled all three to sell it to Edwin Purches the following year for £45/10/-. 

Part of the existing house was already on the site when Jeremiah purchased the property. This is said to 
have been constructed in I 859. He may have enlarged the building as he is rated for a substantial brick 
dwelling in 1895. In 1911 Jeremiah extended the house, adding two front rooms and a sweeping 
verandah. At this time a substantial garden was also planted, believed to have been designed by a 
member of the Melbourne Botanical Gardens. Bunya bunya pines, cypresses and palm trees were 
planted to flank the long drive leading to the house and residents remember japonicas, roses and lilacs in 
the flower beds. For many years a gardener is reputed to have been employed to tend the garden. 

Jeremiah studied metallurgy and set up business in Chewton as an assayer. A small room in the house, 
fitted with a basalt table, became his assay room. Later Jeremiah became interested in reprocessing 

artz tailings and built a battery at the back of Mount Pleasant. Quartz sand from defunct quartz mines 
was carted here and reprocessed for gold recovery. After Jeremiah's retirement, the same business was 
continued by his two sons, Bert and Oliver. 

Jeremiah was a staunch Methodist and a church treasurer and trustee. He was also known as a generous 
benefactor to a variety of organisations within Chewton. 

DESCRIPTION 

The house is of face brick with a wide entry with sidelights flanked by bay windows. The hipped 
corrugated metal roof has the eaves supported on brackets below which the verandah springs. The 
verandah shape follows the contours of the bay windows and has a decorative verandah frieze, posts and 
brackets. This section would appear to date from the additions made in the early twentieth century, 
when two room were added to the front of the house. A photograph of the house, taken prior to these 
alterations, appears in Ottery's book. This shows a straight verandah with symmetrically placed double 
hung windows flanking the front door which does not have side lights. 

' The house is at the top of a steep hill and set within a garden dominated by mature trees including 
~0lden cypress, bunya bunya pines, a variety of palms including two dominant washingtonia palms and 

Jne pines. Many of these plantings would appear to date from the period 1860 to 1920. The main 
entry to the house is over a timber bridge across the deep bluestone lined drain, through the decorative 
iron gate flanked by a round topped timber picket fence and up a steep bitumen driveway with bricked 
lined drains either side giving the house a dramatic setting. 

At the rear of the house, on the adjacent property, are the remains of the reprocessing plant including 
brick and corrugated iron buildings, timber stables, water races and vats. (See C69A) 

The entire complex of extensive mature garden on the steep slope giving glimpses of the late Victorian 
brick house and the adjacent gold reprocessing plant expresses the response of a prominent local 
resident to success and prosperity derived largely from gold. 

REFERENCES 
Goldfields Festival of Gardens, No 16, 1991-2 
Harry Ottery, Mount Alexander Goldfields - Cast/emaine, 1986 
Borough ofChewton Rate Books and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books 
Information from B. James and LC. Rennie 

Assessed by 
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CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORJC BUILDINGS REGISTER □ 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST □ 
NATIONAL EST ATE REGISTER □ 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
D 29, 30 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C69A 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NAME: Archbold's Gold Proceesing Plant 
ADDRESS: Carthews Street 

FORi'VIER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 572 920 

Jeremiah Archbold set up the gold processing plant at the rear of his home, Mount Pleasant (C69) 
sometime after he purchased the property in 1884. The enlargements to his house in 191 I is an 
expression of the wealth he was able to win from quartz reprocessing at a time when most mining 
activity in the area had proved itself unprofitable. The survival of the gold processing plant on the 
adjacent property adds to the significance. The siting of the house, at the top of a steep hill and set 
within a garden dominated by mature trees and at the top of the steep bitumen driveway with bricked 
lined drains either side gives the house a dramatic setting. 

State! Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Recommendation for inclusion on the Register of Historic Buildings, Register of the National Estate, 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Gold, Towns (Residential) 
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HISTORY 
Jeremiah Archbold was born in the County of Newcastle on Tyne, England in 1846. When he was onlv 
eleven his family migrated to Australia and settled in Chewton. Ralph Archbold is said to have worked 
as a mining engineer and for a period he and his son, Jeremiah, had an interest in the Central Wattle 
Gully mine. 

Jeremiah married Elizabeth Batten in 1868 and the couple had five children. Elizabeth died in 1882 at 
the age of only 33. Jeremiah remarried, a woman named Sophia Dyer, at Boort and they had a further 
seven children. In l 884, Jeremiah purchased a large allotment on a hill overlooking the Chewton 
township from Edwin Purches for £200. This allotment had been purchased from the Crown by E. A 
Poulton in 1859 for £42/9/3. He and Mrs B. A Poulton sold it to Charles Nicholson as conveyance in 
trust in 1867 which enabled all three to sell it to Edwin Purches the following year for £45/10/-. 

Jeremiah studied metallurgy and set up business in Chewton as an assayer. A small room in the house, 
fitted with a basalt table, became his assay room. Later Jeremiah became interested in reprocessing 
quartz tailings and built the battery at the back of Mount Pleasant. Quartz sand from defunct quartz 
mines was carted here and reprocessed for gold recovery. After Jeremiah's retirement, the same 
business was continued by his two sons, Bert and Oliver. 

Jeremiah was a staunch Methodist and a church treasurer and trustee. He was also known as a generous 
benefactor to a variety of organisations within Chewton. 

DESCRIPTION 

At the rear of the house (C69), on the adjacent property, are the remains of the reprocessing plant 
including brick and corrugated iron buildings, timber stables, water races and vats. The complex is a 
rare survivor of a treatment plant. The buildings are not in good repair but with the water race and 
many articles concerned with the industry on the site show the process of sand treatment for the 
extraction of gold. 

The entire complex of the adjacent property with the extensive mature garden on the steep slope giving 
glimpses of the late Victorian style brick house and the gold reprocessing plant expresses the response of 
a prominent local resident to success and prosperity derived largely from gold. 

REFERENCES 
Goldfields Festival of Gardens, No 16, 1991-2 
Harry Ottery, Mount Alexander Goldfield~ - Castlemaine, 1986 
Borough ofChewton Rate Books and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books 
Information from B. James and L.C. Rennie. 

Assessed b,· 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg 
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TITLE DETAILS: 
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C 72 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NAME: Norton Cottage 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 572 924 

A well preserved brick residence expressive ofChewton's post gold rush prosperity. It is strongly 
associated with a past occupant, J.B. Patterson, a carcase butcher who later became Premier of 
Victoria. Its diminutive size is indicative of Patterson's humble beginnings and a measure of the meagre 
resources from which he rose. The building is one of a three sites in this vicinity associated with the 
slaughter yard and butchering trade and they should be viewed as a complex ( see also C73 and C73 A) 
The house also has connections with a prominent local figures, J. W. Sparks, who served the Chewton 
council for forty six years, beginning as a Rate Collector in l 863 and by 187 I becoming the Town Clerk 
and Surveyor and J Archbold, gold assayer. The house is one of several of this scale, siting and 
construction which line the winding Pyrenees highway and contribute to the character of Chewton. 
Norton Cottage is an unusual variation with its wide windows and combination of brick and render. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Addition to the Register of the National Estate, Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Residential) 
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HISTORY 
William Thackray, a mason, purchased this allotment E42 in 1859 for £20/12/6 and two years later he 
had mortgaged it to the Trustees of the Chewton Lodge for £100 The increase in value suggests that it 
was during this period that he built on the allotment By 1864 the rate books record two buildings on 
the site, a weatherboard dwelling and a brick dwelling. 

During 1862 the brick residence, already known as Norton Cottage, was rented by J B. Patterson. J B. 
Patterson had arrived on the goldfields from England in 1852 He worked variously as a miner at Bum's 
Hill, a butcher at Castlemaine and a farmer at Glenlyon before returning to Chewton in 1858 to set up 
business as a carcase butcher. In his autobiography J W. Sparks, later the Town Clerk and Surveyor, 
relates how in 1862, he and his wife arrived at Norton Cottage in the pouring rain to be warmly 
welcomed by the Pattersons. J B. Patterson served for four years as mayor of Chewton and was later 
elected to parliament where he became premier for a short period. He was also knighted. 

In 1866 the brick residence was occupied by Sam Raperon, a gold buyer and the weatherboard house 
was the home of Mrs Thackray. In 1866 the Trustees of the Chewton Lodge sold the northern section 
of allotment E42 to J W Sparks. In 1868 the Trustees sold the southern portion of the allotment, where 
the Norton Cottage stands, to Jeremiah Archbold (see C69). Between 1868 and 1878, Sparks resided in 
the weatherboard house and J Archbold, miner, was listed in the ratebooks as the owner of the brick 
house, Norton Cottage. In 1884 Sparks purchased Norton Cottage from Archbold. After Spark's death 
in 1911, the property passed to his daughter, Violet Fincher. After her death in 1939 the house was 

Id to Mr. J Knoblock, a milkman, who soon sold it to A and M Maltby and then in 1940 the house 
.. as purchased by Mr. and Mrs. J Lindsay, who also purchased the adjacent block ofland. This had on 
it the timber cottage once owned by Sparks. This was in poor condition and was demolished. 

DESCRIPTION 

The house is face brick building with rendered base, quoins, door and window architraves and parapet 
The brickwork is now painted. The gable roof is partly concealed behind the flat rendered parapet 
which rises above a moulded cornice line. The house has a central doorway with rectangular transom 
light above and two symmetrically placed timber double hung windows which are wider than those 
usually found on this size of building. The gable roof extends to a skillion over the rear section of the 
house. The brick chimneys have corbelled brick decorative bands. The front door was replaced in 1994 

The house is built to the boundary of the road and its prominent siting and solid appearance make it a 
landmark on the entry to Chewton. The house is one of several of this scale, siting and construction 
which line the winding Pyrenees highway and contribute to the character of Chewton. Norton Cottage 

m unusual variation with its wide windows and combination of brick and render. 

REFERENCES 
Borough of Chewton Rate Books and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books 
J W Sparks, Autobiography, 1910 
Chewton Video No. 2 
Information from Silas Ellery and Stuart Williamson 
Information from title searches completed by Barbara James 

Assessed b~· 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg 
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FILE No: C 73 
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OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Section E 39 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

NAME: Oak Lodge 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 572 924 

The construction of this elegant rendered brick villa represents the peak of Edwin Purches' career and 
the culmination of decades of hard labour as a butcher and then a slaughterman. The building is one of 
three sites in this vicinity associated with the slaughter yard and butchering trade and they should be 
viewed as a complex (see also C72 and C73A) The rendered brick house is a late Victorian Italianate 
style residence with a large bay at the termination of the return verandah. It is a rare examples of this 
style in the area. It is an important element at the entry to Chewton due to its siting close to the street 
boundary with the Pyrenees Highway. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMEND A TIO NS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Residential, Industry) 
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HISTORY 
This house was built by Edwin Purches between 1890 and 1894. Edwin had been born in Hampshire, 
England but migrated to Victoria in 1852. He was first employed as a slaughterman on the Yarra Bank, 
:v!elbourne and later set up business as a retail butcher on the Mount Alexander goldfields. In 1868 he 
took advantage of the new Land Acts to buy stretches ofland at Faraday where he raised sheep and 
cattle for slaughtering. 

In 1876 Edwin Purches was paying rates for a slaughter yard on the Melbourne approach to Chewton, 
near the British and American Hotel. A slaughter yard, owned by Metcalfe and Eastman, carcase 
butchers, had operated in this vicinity in the 1860s. 

In 1879, Purches bought a second slaughter yard located just off Faraday Road and behind the first yard, 
from George Glendinning. This had originally been established by James Patterson in 1862 but he had 
sold the business after being elected to parliament in 1871. According to a descendant, Charles Purches, 
Edwin Purches and his family lived in the house that Patterson built. Purches married three times and 
had a large family. 

Thomas Meredith, the longtime publican of the British and American Hotel, left Chewton in 1876 and 
during the 1880s Edwin Purches purchased the hotel site from George Glendinning. In 1890 work 
commenced on the erection of a new villa adjacent to the site of the old hotel. The residence was even 
named Oak Lodge after the large English oak tree that survived from the British and American Pleasure 

rdens. The cost of the house was £3,000. 

By 1890 Edwin Purches was one of Chewton's wealthiest men, described in the rate books as a 
"gentleman". He had largely retired and Oak Lodge was intended as a place where he could spend his 
last years. 

Edwin Purches' son, Charles, sold Oak Lodge to Robert Eltis in 1914 for £500. 

DESCRIPTION 

The rendered brick and sandstone house is a late Victorian Italianate style residence with a large bay at 
the termination of the return verandah. The eaves are supported on turned timber brackets. The return 
verandah is supported on cast iron posts and has decorative cast iron brackets and a frieze The frieze 
pattern is similar to that produced by the South Melbourne Excelsior Foundry and was still appearing in 
their catalogue in 190 I. The windows on the bay have decorative hood moulds, elaborately moulded 
sills and recessed rectangular panel with an inset raised panel below the window. The windows of the 
main house are more simply treated with plain basalt sills and a stop chamfered mould to the arrises of 

. window opening. According to a descendant, Charles Purches, it had imported English iron roofing, 
a fireplace in every room with Italian marble over mantles. 

The building is set in the remnants of a large garden including a tall washingtonia palm and is enhanced 
by its proximity to the large open area and remnant plantings of the Cremorne Gardens. It is an 
important element at the entry to Chewton due to its siting close to the street boundary with the 
Pyrenees Highway. 

REFERENCES 
Borough of Chewton Rate Books and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books 
Information from Silas Ellery and Stuart Williamson 
Information from title searches completed by Barbara James 
T 'ictoria and ifs lvfelropolis, vol 2, p253 
Barbara James Tour Notes 
Chewton Video, Vol. 2. 
Information from Charles Purches 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERJTAGE STUDY 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER □ 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 

NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
E 13, 37 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C73A 

TOWN/DISTRJCT: Chewton 

NAME: Cremorne Gardens 
ADDRESS: Cnr Pyrenees Highway and Golden 

Point Road 

FORMER NAME: Meredith's Pleasure Gardens 
British and American Gardens 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 570 925 

This remnant planting on the site of the former British and American Pleasure Gardens is an important 
reminder of the popularity of pleasure gardens in the dusty and denuded landscape of the goldfields. 
The oak tree is particularly significant, dating from at least 1872 and reputedly having one of the 
largest girths and canopy spreads in Victoria. The Gardens are valued by the local community and 
some residents still remember when they were used as the venue for dances held under the stars. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Horticulture, Towns (Business) 
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PHOTOGRAPH 
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HISTORY 
During the 1850s, business proprietors throughout the central gold fields region, rapidly recognised the 
attraction of a garden in the dusty, denuded landscape of the diggings and planted what were advertised 
as "pleasure gardens". Within the Shire of Metcalfe there were Hopper's Tea Gardens (Northumberland 
Arms) at Golden Point, the Italian Gardens, established at Taradale on the banks of the Coliban River 
and in Chev.10n, the Meredith Pleasure Gardens, later known as the Cremorne Gardens. 

Thomas Meredith built the British and American Hotel in the early years of the Mount Alexander gold 
rush. It was probably in existence before any survey of the Chewton township had been undertaken 
since it is marked on the first survey map of 1854. 

A reporter from the Moum Alexander Mail in l 872, described his experience upon visiting Cremorne 
Gardens: 

There we found the table laid out with an abundance of the choicest strawberries, which, with 
other accompaniments, not omitting some excellent Claret and Riesling. the hosts own peculiar 
brew. which was done full justice to by the hungry and thirsty travellers ... a general invite was 
given to inspect the garden and partake ad-fiber/um of the luscious fr11i/s which hung in 
tempting clusters on the trees. The various curiosities of the garden were pointed out, the 
bea11tifid Hazel and Barcelonia nuts, the Filberts infz1ll bearing, the varieties of Oaks and 
lastly the exquisite magnolia infi,ll bloom. 

e British and American Hotel was destroyed by fire in 1861 but it was rebuilt and Thomas Meredith 
continued to operate both the Hotel and Gardens until he left Chewton for Melbourne in I 876. In 1878 
the British and American hotel was sold to George Glendinning. He, in turn, sold the property to Edwin 
Purches, carcase butcher, who later built a house on the allotment of the old British and American Hotel. 

However some parts of the garden continued to survive and residents still remember going there for 
strawberries and cream in the first decades of the twentieth century. Sometimes dances were held in the 
gardens, the oak trees were strung with lights and a band played under the stars. 

DESCRIPTION 

This paddock shows extensive remnant planting from the former British and American Pleasure 
Gardens. Planting near Oak Lodge includes elms, a large oak, Irish strawberry tree (Arbutus unedo) 
cedars (Cedrus deodara),cypress (Cupressus macrocwpa). tree of heaven (ai/anthus altissima) 
washingtonia palm and a large clump of yucca near the entrance. In the paddock stretching to the rear 
nf the house there is an orchard including a row of pear trees. There are also a large gum, a radiata pine 

•1111s radiata), a bunya bunya pine (Araucaria bidwillii), and a bay tree. There is some poplars 
(i3rachychiton populneus) growing at the side gate and a row of hawthorn hedge on a distant hill. 

The large English Oak (Quercus Robur) has a 45 metre spread with a girth around seven metres, making 
it one of the largest and possibly oldest oaks in the district. 

There are some remnant pathways and the base of the fountain is said to be still able to be located. 

REFERENCES 
Mount Alexander Mail, Nov, 1872 
Information from S. Ellery and S. Williamson 
B. James Tour Notes 
Borough of Chewton Rate Books 
Chewton Video, Vol 2 
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SJIIRE QF METC_ALFE HF.]UTAGE_ STUJ)Y 19'!_2/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORJC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Ch. E , 205B, 206, 207 

STATE1"1ENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C 73B 

TO\YN/DISTIUCT: Chev,1on 

NAME: Patterson/Purches Slaughter Yards 
ADDRESS: Halloran's Road 

FORNIER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chev,1on 
MAP REFERENCE BU 926 574 

The slaughter yard sheds and flagging and the stables on the opposite side of the road, are rare examples 
of a key nineteenth century industry and suggest the working arrangements of a slaughter yard. The site 
is closely associated with two ofChewton's most prominent and wealthy citizens - l B. Patterson and 
Edwin Purches. The rough working conditions suggested by the site stand in contrast to the social 
prominence these men achieved and the grand residence Oak Lodge constructed by Purches. 

The site is one of a three sites in this vicinity associated with the slaughter yard and butchering trade and 
they should be viewed as a complex (see also C72 and C73) 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Industry) 
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HISTORY 

James Patterson migrated to Victoria in 1852 from Northumberland, England. He worked variously as a 
miner at Burn's Hill, a butcher at Castlemaine and a farmer at Glenlyon before returning to Chev,,1on in 
1858 to set up business as a carcase butcher. 

J W. Sparks, later the town clerk and surveyor, and his wife stayed for a short period with the 
Pattersons in 1862. Employment at the slaughter yards was offered but after rapidly deciding that he 
could not "take to the business", J. W Sparks instead assisted a builder at the yards. He related that, " 
Mr Patterson was building a residence, stables and other necessary places for his business and a brother 
of Mrs Patterson's, Mr Augustus Walton, had the contract for building them. .. I promised to stay and 
help him for a few weeks." 

By 1864 the work must have been completed for J. B. Patterson is rated £83 for slaughter yards and a 
dwelling on the site. In 187 l Patterson was elected to the Victorian parliament and the slaughter yards 
were sold to George Glendinning. Eight years later, in 1879, Edwin Purches, a butcher, acquired 
Patterson's slaughter yards and residence. 

According to a descendant, Charles Purches, Edwin Purches and his family lived in the house that 
Patterson built Purches married three times and had a large family. By 1890 Edwin Purches was one of 
Chewton's wealthiest men, described in the rate books as a "gentleman". He had largely retired. 

-,1arles Purches, Edwin's son, became active in the business in the 1880s and after his father's death 
continued to operate the slaughter yards until 1924 when the yards were finally closed. 

DESCRIPTION 

The slaughter house complex consists of a series of sheds, enclosed yards and courtyards which show 
the scale of the operations on the site. The sheds and some walling are oflocal slate laid as random 
rubble in rough courses. Larger stones are used at the corners. The walls and sheds appear to have 
been added to over time as need arose. The roofs still show some of the original or early round timber 
poles used for framing. The roofs and some walls are of corrugated iron. The flagstone floor of the 
killing area still remains with channels to direct the blood to the piggeries for the consumption by the 
pigs. Large coppers for boiling down the offal to feed the pigs are still part of the complex 

On the other side of Hallorans Road is the brick stable, part of the stone courtyard wall and the remains 
of a stone two seater lavatory. The modern house is built from materials of the original Patterson house 
on the site. The stable is a gable roofed, rectangular building of face brick with a hay loft above the 
stalls and large timber doors. The stone wall is similar in construction to the stonework of the slaughter 

-ds being in roughly coursed random rubble but here the arched gateway is trimmed with brickwork 
a,1d the top of the wall is capped with bricks. 

The complex is one of only a few non-gold mining industrial sites in the Shire and retains much of the 
layout and elements to interpret the workings of the· nineteenth century slaughtering industry. 

REFERENCES 
Victoria and its Metropolis, Vol 2, 1888, p253, 498 
Chewton Video No 2 
J. W Sparks, Autobiography, 1910 
Borough of Chewton Rate Books and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books 
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SHIRE_QF METCALFE HERITAGE STt:DY_!992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORJC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
:--JATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton E 29 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C 76 

TO\VN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NAME: McMillan/Madigan House 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FORc'\1ER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 570 924 

This substantially intact, early residence contributes to the gold era character of Chewton Its location 
at the entrance to the Chewton township and in close proximity to other residences of similar age and 
styling, particularly C77, adds to its significance. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Residential) 
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HISTORY 

This allotment was originally purchased from the Crown by Charles Salmon, a hotel keeper, in 1860. He 
may have had some connection with Robert Mitchell, a storekeeper, who owned the adjoining block 
since they both erected similar brick residences within the same period of time. 

In 18 77 Charles Salmon sold to Edwin Purches, a carcase butcher, who in turn sold, in l 882, to Richard 
Carthew, a miner. A butcher, Alfred Dunston, purchased the property in l 89 L After Alfred's death in 
1914 the allotment was sold to Mary Jane McMillan. 

In 1955 both this block and the adjoining block were left to Mary McMillan's executors, Annie Madigan 
and Henry Madigan. Both the McMillan and Madigan family were related by marriage. A later 
occupant of this house, Rose McMillan (nee Madigan) who had been brought up on the adjoining 
allotment (C77), tells how falling in love with the boy next door saved the trouble of moving very far 
when they got married! 

DESCRIPTION 

Th· 1ilding is a rectangular symmetrical face brick house with a shallow pitched hip roof The two 
douv,e hung windows are placed symmetrically either side of the central doorway which has a semi
circular fanlight. The brickwork has been painted. The face brickwork chimney has some decorative 
brickwork corbels. The house has been extended in brick with a skillion roof to the rear 

The building is a substantial but simply detailed building of the late 1860s, early 1870s. It appears to 
have never have had a verandah. Other examples of this scale and type of building in Chewton often 
had decorative brick parapets. Its position on the street boundary makes it a prominent element in the 
streetscape, especially as it is paired with a similar house nearby. (C77) 

REFERENCES 
nformation from title searches completed by Barbara James 
3alliere's Directory 1868, Wises Post Office Directory 1899, Chewton Directory l 872 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTOR1C BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton, E 30 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C 77 

TO\VN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NAME: Madigan house 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 569 924 

This substantially intact, early residence contributes to the gold era character of Chewton. Its location 
on the curve at the entrance to the Chewton township and in close proximity to other residences of 
similar age and styling, particularly C76, adds to its significance. Throughout most of the twentieth 
century the building has been closely associated with the Madigan family. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Residential) 

BUILDING DATE 
cl870 

PHOTOGRAPH 
FILM No 9/3. 
DATE 17/6/92 
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HISTORY 

Thomas Jones purchased part of this site from the Crown in 1860 but sold it to Robert Mitchell, a 
storekeeper, in 1862, for £25. The brick house was built in the years before Robert Mitchell sold the 
allotment to another storekeeper, Charles McMinn in 1874. 

In 1886 Nathaniel McMillan purchased the property. Nathaniel worked as a cab proprietor plying cabs 
between Che\\10n and Castlemaine. After his death in 1902 the house passed to Margaret Sophia 
lVlcMillan, possibly his wife. 

In 191 O Charles Madigan purchased the house. Charles worked as a carter and raised a large family in 
the house. His daughter Rose married the next door neighbour. (C77) 

In 1955 both this block and the adjoining block were left to Annie Madigan and Henry Madigan. 

DESCRIPTION 

The building is a rectangular symmetrical face brick house with a hip roof The two double hung 
windows are placed symmetrically either side of the central doorway which has a semi- circular fanlight 
Th" face brickwork chimney has decorative brickwork corbels with bricks set at angles to produce 
c rons which is found as a decorative feature on other Chewton buildings. The brickwork has been 
painted. The house has been extended in timber with a skillion roof to the rear 

It differs slightly from its neighbour in that it has a slightly steeper roof pitch, taller and more decorative 
chimneys and the fanlight is slightly pointed at the top of the arch. 

The building is a substantial but simply detailed building of the late 1860s, early 1870s. It appears to 
have never have had a verandah. Other examples of this scale and type of building in Chewton often had 
decorative brick parapets. Its position on the street boundary makes it a prominent element in the 
streetscape, especially as it is paired with a similar house nearby. (C76) 

REFERENCES 
Chewton Heritage Tour 
Information from title searches completed by Barbara James 
Balliere's Victorian Directory 1868, Wises Post Office Directory 1884, 1899 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton E 26 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C 79 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NAME: Jesser/Ottery Store 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 566 926 

This brick store is typical of the characteristic brick buildings of Chewton and is one of the few 
remaining in this area from a period when Chewton boasted over seventy separate businesses operating 
within the township boundaries. The building gains in significance by its prominent location in 
Chewton's main street. The store should be considered in tandem with a store across the road (C86) 
also owned by the Jesser family. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Commercial) 
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HISTORY 
This allotment was purchased by Benjamin Featherby in 1857 and over the following years he probably 
built the present brick building. In 1865 he sold the property to Charles Jesser, who had migrated to the 
goldfields from London with his wife and seven children. 

Charles Jesser used the building to set up business as a fruiterer. Although during this period the 
Chev.'lon's main road was crammed with a variety of businesses he was one of only two fruiterers. Fruit 
could be acquired from local gardens and small farmers brought strawberries, gooseberries, plums and 
apricots in addition to an assortment of vegetables from as far afield as Harcourt. 

After his death, Charles' wife, Mary, carried on the business until at least 1885. As she became too old 
to manage a business she sold the store to her daughter, Mary Ottery. Mary had previously operated a 
butcher's business with the help of her sons while her husband, Robert, was away working on the 
railways interstate. Now she closed the butcher's business and concentrated on running the Jesser store. 
The shop operated as a grocery and newsagents. 

Mary died in 1911 and her son Thomas took over the store which he operated until he also reached 
retirement age. The last owners, before the shop closed in the 1960s, were W. and A. Schreck. 

p~c;;cruPTION 

The building has a face brick facade that rises to a straight parapet with decorative corbelled bricks in a 
dentilated pattern. The right hand side of the building was the shop with a gateway with picket gate 
separating the two large six paned shop windows. The gateway has since been filled in with brickwork. 
The left hand section was the residence with a doorway with shallow transom light and a single timber 
double hung window facing the street Except for painting of the brickwork and the filling in of the 
gateway, the building is as shown in the photographs, taken at the turn of the century, which appear in 
Ottery's The Mount Alexander Gold fields. 

The building is of the type which gives Chewton much of its special character. The type is generally of 
face brickwork, built to the street boundary and has a brick parapet often with bricks corbelled to form 
cornices or bands of decoration. These buildings line the winding Pyrenees Highway through to 
Castlemaine giving a continuity of scale, materials and form. The modest scale of this building is also an 
important characteristic. 

REFERENCES 
H Ottery, The Mount Alexander Goldfield,, 1986, p.xxv, p8 I 
Chewton Heritage Tour 
Barbara James Tour Notes 
Information from title searches completed by Barbara James 
Balliere's Victorian Directory 1868, Wises Post Office Directory 1884, 1899, Chewton Directory 1872 
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CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORJC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton E 8 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE '.'io: C 82 

TOWJli/DISTRICT: Chew10n 

NAME: Mount Alexander Hotel 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FORl"IER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 566 925 

The former Mount Alexander hotel ranks among the solid and respectable hotels which rapidly replaced 
the rough and ready grog shops of the goldfields. Its original form and appearance have been altered but 
when it was rebuilt in the 1860s, its reduced dimensions reflected the township's smaller but more stable 
population. It has an association with the town's longest surviving organisation, the Chewton Lodge, 
which purchased the attached Mount Alexander assembly hall (now demolished) as a meeting place last 
century. Although altered the building contains substantial remnants from the first commercial 
developments in the area and is a tangible link with the hey day of the Forest Creek diggings. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Commercial), Community Life (Hotels) 
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HISTORY 
In 1853, when the issue oflicences for the sale of alcohol on the goldfields was finally permitted, there 
was a sudden avalanche of applications for licences and a spate of hotel building. William Cowper first 
applied for a licence for the Mount Alexander Hotel in 1856 although the hotel had probably been in 
existence since 1854. The hotel was a two storey structure built of local sandstone blocks and erected 
on the site of the earlier Port Phillip Gold Office and Stables. 

An Assembly Hall known as the Adelphi Theatre was constructed on the west side. In September 1858 
the lvfount Alexander Mail commented, "There is not a more substantial building of the kind out of 
Melbourne than Mr Cowper's and its quite an ornament to Forest Creek. The fine room in the hotel will 
seat not less than four hundred people". During the !850's and early 1860's this hall was used for a 
variety of functions including dramatic performances. 

In I 863 a large portion of the two storey hotel was destroyed by a fierce fire. However, much of the 
Adelphi theatre survived due to its thick stone walls. Cowper rebuilt the hotel as a single storey 
building, incorporating the surviving hall. In 1866 William Cowper sold the hotel to William Rowe and 
after this it passed through a number of hands - John Seebeck (I 873-74), Joseph Barnes (I 874-75), the 
Oriental Bank ( 1875- I 886), George Hallandale and Richard Burnham (1886-90) and James Newman 
( I 890- I 9 I 7). The Mount Alexander ceased to function as a hotel in 19 I 3. 

The assembly hall was purchased immediately after the fire by the Loyal Chewton Lodge for £200. It 
was repaired and extended and became the new meeting place for the Oddfellows. The Oddfellows met 
· ~ until the Hall was demolished around the turn of the century. The Oddfellows then met in the 
Rechabite Hall (formerly the Primitive Methodist Church), and then the Mechanics Institute (a wooden 
building at the back of the Chewton Town Hall) and finally in the Fire Station. The Lodge was founded 
in Chewton in 1858 and still continues to meet, making it the oldest organisation in Chewton. J. W 
Sparks was secretary for 45 years and more recently, Jim Lindsay held office for 26 years. 

DESCRIPTION 
The two storey Mount Alexander Hotel and the adjacent Adelphi Theatre can been seen clearly in a 
photograph of the Forest Creek diggings taken by Richard Daintree in 1858. The window and door 
openings are identical with those in the existing building. The windows appear to have had bolder 
timber mullions than the existing. A later photograph republished in the Castlemaine Mail in 198 I 
shows the single storey hotel and the Adelphi Theatre. The windows and doors shown in this 
photograph are identical to those existing today. The building did not have the present gable roof but 
had a rendered sign board with "Mount Alexander Hotel" boldly lettered and a rendered parapet 
terminating in a rendered cornice line. Part of the rendered sign panel still can be seen, only the end 
sections have been cut off when the gable roof was added. 

The building's walls of sandstone blocks with large basalt lintels above the windows would appear to 
d?'~ form the original construction of the building in 1854. Except for the change of the roof, the facade 
r ,ns the same appearance as it had from its rebuilding in I 863. The site also contains other sections 
of the original hotel built in rubble stone construction, including a low ceilinged, slate roof section at the 
rear. These would all appear to date from the 1863 rebuilding, if not earlier. The adjacent modern fence 
would appear to have been constructed from squared·sandstones retrieved from the Adelphi Theatre 
when it was demolished. 

Although altered the building contains substantial remnants from the first commercial developments in 
the area and are a tangible link with the hey day of the Forest Creek diggings. 

REFERENCES 
Castlemaine Pioneers, p'! I 
H. Ottery, The Mount Alexander Gold fields, 1986, p69 
Ray Bradfield, A Golden Harvest, p67 
Mount Alexander Mail, 3 Sept, 1858; Castlemaine Mail 22 May 1981 
Chewton Video, No 3&4 
Chewton Heritage Tour, 
Barbara James Tour Notes and Information from title searches completed by Barbara James 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 199M!U 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton E 18 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C83 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NAME: School Teachers House 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FORMER NAME: Teacher's Residence (former) 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 566 925 

An early building, prominently located in Chewton's main street. It reflects Chewton's post gold rush 
consolidation in the late 1850s and is notable for its construction in roughly coursed sandstone. The 
building has an association with early education in Chewton through the long occupancy of school 
teacher Charles Hardy who taught at both the Wesleyan Denominational School and the East Chewton 
School. The siting of the building on the street boundary makes it a prominent element in the 
streetscape. The use of stone distinguishes it from the more characteristic brick buildings of similar 
form and scale that contribute to the character of Chewton. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Residential), Community Life (Schools) 
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HISTORY 
This allotment was first purchased from the Crown by George James in 1857. James presumably built 
the present building before selling to Abraham Martin in 1859 for £165 During the 1860s, a surgeon, 
Mr Emmett advertised that he could be consulted at his residence opposite the New Methodist Chapel, 
and their is some suggestion that his residence was this building .. 

From at least 1865 and for many years after, it belonged to Charles Hardy. Charles Hardy was teacher 
of the Wesleyan Denominational School (located on the other side of the road) from 1862 until it closed 
in 1877. Charles Hardy then transferred to the new state primary school at East Chewton where he 
remained until it closed in the early 1890s. 

After Charles Hardy's death in 1895, the property was sold to Mary Ann Shields, the widow of the 
owner of Shields' tannery. In I 915 her daughter, Lucy Hill, inherited the property and it was occupied 
out to Geordie Jones. 

In later years Bill and Dulcie Penney leased the house and lived here. The property was sold to 
Margaret Reynolds in 1966. 

~ ~SCRIPTION 

The house is constructed from roughly squared and coursed rubble sandstone, similar to that used in the 
Mount Alexander Hotel. The house has a central doorway and is flanked by symmetrically placed 
twelve paned double hung timber windows. These are slightly wider than the usual proportions found in 
Victorian windows. The skillion roof is a replacement of a more characteristic gable roof The gable 
walls in stone can be seen on the side elevation of the building. The chimney appears to be a later 
addition. A second gable roofed section in brick work has been incorporated under the skillion roof 
alteration. 

The siting of the building on the street boundary makes it a prominent element in the streetscape. The 
use of stone distinguishes it from the more characteristic brick buildings of similar form and scale that 
contribute to the character of Chewton. 

REFERENCES 
Barbara James Tour Notes 
Mount Alexander Mail 12 March 186 L 
Chewton Video, Vol. 3 
Information from title searches completed by Barbara James 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE_ST!)DY 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
E 3,4,5 
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C84 

TO\VN/DISTRJCT: Chewton 

NAME: Wesleyan Church, Hall, & Schoolhouse 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 565 925 

This church complex, comprising a church, Sunday School hall, schoolhouse and mature trees, directly 
abuts Chewton's main street, and is of key streetscape significance The size of the solid brick Wesleyan 
church, built in I 86 I, suggests the numerical strength of Wesleyans in Chewton partly achieved through 
the early presence of preachers on the goldfields. 

The Sunday School was constructed as a direct response to the Methodist Union Act of 1902 and 
represents the combination of three Chewton churches into one with the subsequent lack of 
accommodation for Sunday School scholars. The wooden annexe to the Sunday School is the earliest 
surviving school in the Shire and a direct link back to a time before the l 872 Education Act when 
religion and education were usually seen to go hand in hand. It is also one of the few surviving timber 
buildings in the Shire. The mature trees at the front of the buildings contribute to the landmark 
significance of the site. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Community Life (Churches, Schools) 

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAMME I 989/90. 

BUILDING DA TE 
schoolhouse c 18 5 5, 
church I 861 hall I 904 

PHOTOGRAPH 
FILM No 8/25. 
DATE 17.6.92 
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HISTORY 
The Wesleyan Church responded quickly to the new centre of population created by the Mount 
.Alexander gold rush. In December 185 l the Melbourne Quarterly Meeting heard there were now 
20,000 people at the Diggings of whom 4,000 were Wesleyans, and by March 1852 a permanent 
minister had been appointed to the area. Congregations worshipped first in a tent and then in a slab 
chapel on Post Office Hill. A Sunday School was also established in I 852. The Wesleyan 
Denominational School was established in 1855. 

It was not until 186 l that money was raised for the erection of a church on old Post Office Hill. 
Drawings and specifications were prepared by Crouch and Wilson and a Castlemaine architect, T. F. 
Kibble, was engaged to supervise the building. The new church was opened on the 22 December l 86 l. 
It had cost £800 and was described by the Mount Alexander Mail as "chaste yet elegant" 

The new church was built on the site of the Wesleyan Denominational School which had also served as a 
Sunday School. The school continued in use after the erection of the church. It was relocated on the 
site and alterations and additions made to it in 1861. In 1877, the Wesleyan Denominational School was 
closed but remained in use as a Sunday School Hall. 

In I 902 two Chewton churches - the Wesleyans and the Primitive Methodists - united under the 
Methodist Union Act. The former Wesleyan Church and Sunday School Halt became the church used 
by the new Methodist congregation The increased numbers put a strain on Sunday School 
0 ccommodation and in I 904 a Castlemaine architect, Mr Sheridan, drew up plans for a new wooden 

.nday School. The building was erected by Mr Tonks ofCastlemaine for £298/18/6 and opened on the 
20 November, l 904. The old school room was moved a second time to serve as an annexe to the new 
building. 

DESCRIPTION 
The Uniting Church is a Later Gothic design of red face brickwork with cement render trim The main 
facade incorporates a large three-light traceried window with flanking octagonal turrets. A circular 
window is above the main window with narrow pointed arched windows flanking the turrets. 

The building consists of a nave with a side entrance. The nave is divided into bays with render capped 
brick buttresses with a pointed arched opening in each bay The facade design is similar to the 
Congregational Church in Prahran designed by Crouch and Wilson in l 858. 

The rear section of the church is the relocated Denominational School. It is a timber building clad in 
weatherboards with a gable roof and pointed arched timber windows divided into IO panes. The 
building is lined internally with beaded edge lining boards. The roof pitch and window joinery are 
special features of this building. 

"'"e 1902 main section of the church halt is a gable roofed timber building with intersecting traceried 
... ,nted arch windows set in a rectangular frame. The tracery of the windows echoes the decoration of 
the church. The main facade has a parapeted entry porch with pointed arched doorway and is flanked by 
two windows. The gable end has a decorative truss with radiating truss chords. The flat roofed entry 
porch with a decorative GOrnice and the fanned truss chords are unusual. 

The setting of the church and halt has been amongst mature trees and the remaining Cedms deodora and 
Cedms a!lanticaf glauca at the front of the site enhance the setting for the building. 

REFERENCES 
Information from Silas Ellery and Stuart Williamson 
Alexander Land Protection Association Inc., Submission to the Historic Buildings Council. November 
l 991, Using: 
Bl am ires and Smith, The Early Histo,y of !he Wesleyan Me!hodist Church in Victona, 1886 
The Spec/a/or, 1906, p1924; 1907, pl91 
Correspondence 1862, in Uniting Church Archives 
!v!o11n/ Alexander Iv/ail 20 Sept, 27 Dec 186 I 
Vision and Realisation, I 973 
Chewton Wesleyan Church Minute Book l 896-1919 
National Trust File No. 2624. reference to Wesleyfill Chronicle, January I 862, p.6 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HER1TAGE STUDY 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton E2 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C86 

TOWN/DISTR1CT: Chewton 

NAME: Williams Stationery Store 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FORMER NAME: Jesser Store 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 565 925 

This modest shop is typical of those that lined Chewton's main road during the 1860s as the gold fields 
landscape was transformed into a settled township. Its scale and intactness makes it an integral part of 
the Chewton townscape. This store should be considered with C79, a store also once owned by the 
Jesser family. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Commercial), Gold 

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAM 1989/90 
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COMMITTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE 

BUILDING DATE 
cl860 

~PHOTOGRAPH 
FILM No. 8/22 
DATE 17/6/92 
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HISTORY 

This allotment was first purchased from the Crown in 1856 by R C. Robinson, a surgeon. R C. 
Robinson had a surgery in Moyston Street, Castlemaine but also practiced in Forest Creek between 
1855-1875. In 1858 he sold the land to Robert Sproule who in turn sold it to Charles Jesser in 1861. 

Charles Jesser had migrated to the Victorian gold fields from London with his wife, Mary, and seven 
children. He probably built this shop soon after purchasing the allotment. However he may have 
immediately leased it out for he already owned another store (a fruitery) on the opposite side of the road 
and oral tradition claims that William Archer operated a bakery and confectionary shop from this store in 
the early days. 

After Charles death, the store was left to his wife Mary. After her death the property was left to her two 
daughters who eventually sold to William Henry Willams in the 1890s. William Williams continued to 
operate the store which by this time had become a general store and stationery outlet. 

After William Williams death in 1911, the store remained open under the ownership of his wife, Ellen 
Williams. Local residents can remember that during this period the shop sold such things as stationery, 
school supplies and shoes. There are memories of visiting the shop just before school term began to buy 
pencils, pens, rubbers, exercise books, and text books. 

~,e shop was left to Sarah Carthew in 1934 after Ellen William's death. 

DESCRIPTION 

The weatherboard shop is distinguished by the timber fretwork verandah frieze. The building has a 
gable roof with a narrow timber signboard or parapet across the gable end wall with the concave 
verandah roof extending below. The shop has a central doorway flanked by large shop windows divided 
into four large window panes. The verandah posts have been replaced. The building originally had a 
timber verandah floor. A detached kitchen building is behind the shop. 

The front section has been extended to the rear with a series of skillion roofed, weatherboard additions 
to join up with the kitchen. 

The building, adjacent to the former Wesleyan Church and hall, forms part of the significant street scape 
in this area. 

REFERENCES 
Borough of Chewton Rate Books and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books 
Information from Silas Ellery and Stuart Williamson 
Information from Barbara James 
Balliere's Victorian Directory 1868, Wises Post Office Directory 1884, 1899 
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S_IURE QF METCALFE HERITAGE ST11J)_y 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton, F40A 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C90 

TO\VN/DISTRICT: Chew1on 

NAME: Independent Chapel 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FORt'\1ER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 564 925 

The former Independent Chapel is the oldest surviving church in Chewton and one of the few public 
buildings to date from the gold rush period of the 1850s. Its construction bears witness to the 
prosperity won from the alluvial rushes and suggests the presence of a strong Welsh community. 
The chapel's location overlooking the main road and framed by the two washingtonia palms make it 
an important local landmark. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Addition to the Register of the National Estate, Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Community Life (Churches) 

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAMME 1989/90. 
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COMMITTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE 

BUILDING DATE 
1857 

PHOTOGRAPH 
FILM No. 8/13 
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HISTORY 
A large proportion of those who flocked to the Mount Alexander diggings were of nonconformist 
background. Moreover, although Church of England adherents remained nominally more numerous, the 
less hierarchical structure of the nonconformists and their willingness to enlist the assistance oflay 
preachers and pastoral volunteers, enabled them to rapidly establish a strong presence on the gold fields. 
At Chewton a variety of nonconformist denominations were in evidence - Primitive Methodists, 
Wesleyan Methodists, Bible Christians and Congregationalists. 

Many members of the Welsh community on the diggings were Congregationalists. A Congregational 
Church was first founded on the diggings on 22 October I 854 and members met in a slab building on 
Post Office Hill. In 1856 a Welsh Calvinist minister, Mr Pitman, after whom Pitman Street was named, 
arrived at Golden Point and also ministered to Congregationalists in Chewton. 

During 1856 members began fundraising in order to replace their slab building with a more substantial 
chapel. A site overlooking the main Chewton road was obtained and building commenced using local 
sandstone The new chapel - known as the Independent Chapel - was opened on the 13 June 1857. 
However the shortage of trained builders and tradesmen caused by the gold rushes had its effects and a 
few months later the building was closed due to poor workmanship and materials. 

Mr C J. Fawkner of Castlemaine was employed to complete the stonework, flooring and roofing and, 
after a thorough inspection, the church was re-opened. 

Jm 1865 to 1934 the church was part of the Kyneton parish. Members developed strong links with 
Sutton Grange where a Congregationalist church was built in 1866. A manse was erected at Chewton 
to provide accommodation for the minister. This was demolished in April 1972. 

In 1949, the church responded to the national movement encouraging youth involvement in the Church 
by purchasing the old Rechabite Hall (see C 100) for use as a Youth Club. 

The church was finally closed in 1975 and is used as a private residence owned by Gerald St. John and 
Marilyn Everitt, restauranteurs. 

DESCRIPTION 

The church is of coursed stonework with a corrugated metal roof The early photographs show that the 
first roof was of shingles. The church is a simple rectangular plan with a steep gable roof surmounted by 
a small timber bellcote. The gable ends are quite plain with no decoration, the entry being a small gable 
roofed porch placed centrally in the facade facing the road with a small slit window above. The 
windows are very narrow pointed arches with a label mould above. This Gothic detail is the only 
reference to any style in the building. The nave has four narrow pointed arched windows down each 
· · '~ but there are no buttresses. · 

The building is on a prominent rise and dominated the landscape in the photographs of mining in the area 
taken by Richard Daintree in 1858. The solid nature of the stone walls contrasted with the flimsy canvas 
of the tents on the diggings. · 

The stone work is similar to that used at the Mount Alexander Hotel.(C82) built also in the 1850s. 

The building is little changed externally except for the heating flue thr.ough the roof The garden setting 
with the mature fan palms and recent heavy plantings gives the church an unusual setting 

REFERENCES 
Ray Bradfield, A Golden Harvest, p67 
Miles Lewis ( ed), Victorian Churches, p 12 
Chewton Video, No. Four 
Tour Notes - Barbara James 
Chewton Heritage Walk 
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SHIRE QF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER □ 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST □ 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER □ 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton F8 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C91 

TO\VN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NAME: Red Hill Hotel and Theatre 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FORI\IIER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
.MAP REFERENCE BU 562 924 

The Red Hill Hotel is the only surviving operating hotel in Chewton. It was the first licensed on the 
diggings and has operated continuously since 1854. Both the hotel and the music hall, have been at the 
centre of community life in Chewton. The siting on the building line and on the curve in the road makes 
the building a significant element in the streetscape and a prominent part of the character of Chew,on. 

State Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Nomination for inclusion on the Register of Historic Buildings, addition to the Register of the National 
Estate. Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Community Life (Hotels), Towns (Commercial) 
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HISTORY 

The Red Hill Hotel took its name from a hill at the centre of the Forest Creek diggings which became 
famous for its rich shallow deposits of alluvial gold. However much of the hill had been passed through 
cradle and puddling machines by the time George Lockhart opened his hotel on the 2 August 1854. He 
was the first licensee of the Red Hill Hotel and probably its builder. 

Just three months after the hotel was opened the license was transferred to Mr William Low. William 
Low was responsible for erecting what was to become a well known facility in Chewton's main street. 
This was a large music hall adjoining the hotel. When it was opened toward the end of 1856, the Mount 
Alexander Mail claimed that the "magnificent ballroom" was the "theme of general admiration". During 
this period William Low may also have rebuilt the hotel • which was originally timber • in brick. 

The Red Hill Assembly Hall became the venue for a variety of functions during the 1850s including a 
peiformance by the English Opera Company, a giant anti-Chinese protest meeting in 1857 and the 
annual Masonic Ball. A number of organisations also had their beginnings at the Hotel; the Manchester 
Unity Lodge held its inaugural meeting at the Red Hill in 1888. 

William Low remained the licensee of the Hotel until 1885 when the licence was transferred to Edward 
Bennett Three years later the hotel became the property of publican, Fritz Otzen. At the turn of the 
century it was sold to Fitzgerald and Company Brewery, Castlemaine, who over the next four decades 

•til 1941 leased it to a total of twelve different publicans. 

It is said that the Cellars under the hotel were once fitted with heavy doors and used for the safe storage 
of gold and that the same cellars were also used as a morgue in the hot summer months. Local residents 
remember that in the days of 6 o'clock closing, the cellars could become quite crowded after official 
closing time and the steps at the end of the corridor which led to the Music Hall, provided a speedy exit 
if the local policeman appeared. 

The building continues to operate as a hotel. 

DESCRIPTION 

The original Red Hill Hotel constructed in 1854 was of timber. The music hall was constructed in late 
J 856. The present brick building was constructed on the original cellars. This is believed to be during 
the ownership of William Low from 1854 to 1885. 

The existing building is a single storey brick building on a bluestone plinth with a rendered facade facing 
the street. The only embellishment is the straight parapet with a cornice mouldings at the springing of 

c! hipped roof verandah and just below the top of the parapet 

The Hotel has a hipped roofed, street verandah supported on timber posts. There is little decoration 
remaining on the verandah. The facade is punctuatf;!d by three arch headed doorways and rectangular 
window openings. The music hall has its own centrally placed doorway and flanking windows but is 
now visually part of the facade of the hotel. The prominent position of the Hotel on the street line and 
on a curve in the road makes the building a significant element in the character of Chewton 

REFERENCES 
Back to Chewton Booklet, 1966 
Ray Bradfield, They Trod the Boardi; how the dramatic arts burgeoned on Forest Creek in 1857, 
Castlemaine, n.d. 
Mount Alexander lvfail, 23 July 1858, 
Borough ofChewton Rate Books and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HER1TAGE STUDY 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton F 44A, 45 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C92 

TOWN/DISTR1CT: Chewton 

NAME: 
ADDRESS: 

Mine Manager's House 
Pyrenees Highway 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 562 924 

The solid brick construction of this building expresses the immediate post gold rush prosperity of the 
Chewton township. It has a direct association with one of the areas most successful quartz mining 
operations, the Francis Ormond Gold Mine, having provided office space and accommodation for the 
manager and other staff of the mine for over twenty five years. It now represents the only surviving 
link with the mine. The building has a high level of integrity and is a substantial example of the 
typical simple brick commercial building in the area. The use of diagonally laid bricks in the cornice 
and the semicircular fanlights over the doors are elements repeated in the Chewton streetscape. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Residential), Gold 
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HISTORY 
Joseph Deery, a carpenter, purchased Allotment 44A and 45 for a total price of £8/17/1 in 1860. The 
highly auriferous nature of land in this vicinity had prevented earlier land sales. In all likelihood Joseph 
built the present brick building almost immediately since he was able to mortgage the property in 1862 
for£ I 30. He also sold sections of the blocks to other purchasers. 

In 1871 the mortgagee, Henry Norman, sold the site to William Low. This was of some convenience to 
William Low who was the licensee of the building next door - the Red Hill Hotel. 

In I 885 the Francis Ormond mine, which was located opposite the building on Argus Flat, purchased the 
building to provide offices and accommodation for its mine manager. For some time during the 1890s 
the house was occupied by Walter Addison, the mine's engine driver. 

The Francis Ormond Mine had begun operations in 1883 and continued to work periodically until 1913. 
In 1910 the building was mortgaged to the Colonial Bank of Australia and when the mine ceased 
operation in 1913, the bank sold the building to Grace Veal, a widow. There is some suggestion that 
her husband may have been a manager at the Francis Ormond mine. 

During the 1920s the house was purchased by Bertram Scholes and also occupied by the White family. 
Keith White relates that one day his mother was picking fruit in the rear garden when a 150 foot mine 
shaft suddenly opened at her feet, a legacy of the extensive mining that had taken place in the area in the 
1 Q50s. 

The house was owned for a short period from 1942-1945 by Dulcie Roberts before being sold to 
William Maltby. William Maltby was a well known local character and owned the house for the next 27 
years until 1972. 

DESCRIPTION 

The face brick building is a large version of the characteristic Chewton commercial building which has a 
plain brick parapet with a corbelled row of bricks marking a cornice with a row of decoratively laid 
bricks below. In this case the bricks have been laid on the diagonal. The straight pitched verandah 
springs from below these bricks. 

The building would appear to have operated as two shops or a shop and office and the two entry doors 
express the change in levels between the floors in the two sections. Each door has a semicircular 
fanlight above. The left hand section has the door centrally placed between rectangular double hung 
windows which retain the divisions into 12 panes. The right hand section has a larger window opening 

· • 1-i the door to the right. 

The verandah has lost most of its decoration except for a few remnants of the capital mouldings around 
the timber posts. 

The brickwork has been painted. 

The building is a substantial example of the typical simple brick commercial building in the area. The 
use of diagonally laid bricks in the cornice and the semicircular fanlights over the doors are elements 
repeated in the Chewton streetscape. 

REFERENCES 
Borough ofChewton Rate Books and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books 
Information from Silas Ellery and Stuart Williamson 
Information from title searches completed by Barbara James 

Assessed by 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER □ 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST □ 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER □ 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton F22 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C93 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NAME: Bubb/Archer Butcher's Shop 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 562 924 

This typical brick store dating back to 1860 is a key element in the town's commercial precinct, 
forming a continuous streetscape with the bakery and residence which adjoins it to the west. The 
design is expressive of the store's continuous use as a butchers shop for one hundred years, from 1875-
1975 and the connecting residence illustrates the common business practice of living and working on 
the same site. The building is strongly identified with George Archer, who was an active local 
councillor and a Chewton butcher for over forty years. With the adjoining buildings and its 
characteristic brick parapet treatment the building forms an important element in the streetscape. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Commercial) 
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HISTORY 

Francis .Angus, purchased this allotment from the Crown in 1857. He was a machinist/carpenter and 
worked on the internal fittings for St Johns Church of England and the Wesleyan chapel. Between 1857 
and 1862 he erected the present brick building 

In 1862 he sold the block to Henry Norman who leased the building to George Kedzlie. Kedzlie 
operated a bakery from the site. The business obviously proved profitable for in 1869 Kedzlie was able 
to purchase the property on his own account. In 1870 he sold the place to another baker, Robert 
Penney who had previously worked at Wattle Gully. 

However by 1875 Penney was insolvent and was forced to sell. The allotment was purchased by 
Edward Morrison, a butcher, who refitted the place as a butcher's business. In 1868 thirteen butchers 
had been recorded in Chewton so it is to be presumed Morrison faced heavy competition. However he 
must have prospered for he remained in business until his death in 1890. The property passed to R. C. 
Langslow also a butcher. 

Over the next decades the building passed through several hands - Isaac Bubb ( 1896-1924 ), Robertson 
(1924-1932), George Archer (1932-1975) but continued to operate as a butcher's shop. The last 
butcher in the building, was George Archer, a well known local resident who served on the Shire 
Council for 35 years, being president in 1953, 1957 and 1971 George Archer provided meat to 
~,ev,'lon residents for forty three years, before he finally closed the shop in 1975. He died in 198 L 

DESCRIPTION 

The face brick building is a large version of the characteristic Chewton commercial building which has a 
brick parapet with a corbelled row of bricks marking a cornice with a row of decoratively laid bricks 
below. In this case the bricks have been laid on the diagonal. The parapet has a recessed panel below 
the cornice, often this area was used for sign writing. The straight pitched verandah springs from below 
the panel. The verandah retains its decorative fretwork timber decoration but the posts are now plain. 

The facade is divided into two sections with different floor levels reflecting the slope in the land. The 
right hand section has a central door and two single double hung windows and would appear to have 
been the residential area of the building. The left hand section has a large six paned shop window and a 
timber section which may have been open to the street to provide access for delivery carts when it 
operated as a butchers shop in the l 870s. 

··e building is substantially intact and has cellars and stables. The building has retained its original 
unpainted brick finish. 

With the adjoining buildings and its characteristic b~ick parapet treatment the building forms an 
important element in the streetscape. 

REFERENCES 
Chev,'lon Heritage Tour 
Chewton Video No. 4 
Borough ofChewton Rate Books and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books 
Information from Silas Ellery and Stuart Williamson 
Information from title searches completed by Barbara James 
Balliere's Victorian Directory 1868, Wises Post Office Directory 1884, 1899, Chewton Directory 1872 

Assessed by 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDYJ992m 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER □ 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST □ 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER □ 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton F20, 21 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C94 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NAME: Penney Bakery 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 562 924 

These two adjoining buildings are a crucial part of the Chewton commercial precinct and share a 
continuous street frontage with the former butchers shop next door. The combination of a shop and 
an adjacent residence is characteristic of nineteenth century business practice. The store operated 
continuously as a bakery from 1875 to 1975 and still retains its shop facade. The building is also 
closely identified with Robert Penney who worked as a baker here for over forty years. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Commercial) 

BUILDING DATE 
c1860 

----PHOTOGRAPH 
FILM No. 8/5 
DATE 17/6/92 
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HISTORY 

This site was originally two allotments. F20 was purchased from the Crown by John McIntosh for 
£6/3/4 in 1857 and sold to James Millar in 1860 for £108/10/-. 

F2 l was purchased by Thomas Hodgen in I 857 for £ I 0/9/7 but sold within a year to Charles McDonald 
for £20. In 1860 Millar must have also bought allotment F2 l in addition to F20 for he mortgaged both 
properties to John Bromley in that year. 

John Bromley, a Doctor of Divinity, acquired the property from the mortgagees in I 86 I. Oral tradition 
claims that during this period the building acted as a board and lodging house and was known as 
Manchester House. 

In 1870 Robert Penney operated a bakery in the building next door (C93) but was forced to sell in 1875 
when he became insolvent. After the insolvency it appears he may have leased this building from John 
Bromley and continued his bakery business. One double storey section acted as the bakery while the 
adjacent section was a residence. In 1888 Robert Penney purchased the property from Bromley and 
continued to supply bread to Chewton residents for another thirty five years until 1923 when the 
business was sold to fellow baker, John White. 

William Minihan purchased the property in 1926 and made some changes to the shop running it as both 
- l,akery and a general store. John White remained working as a baker for him. During the 1940s Earl 

.d Nellie Ralph owned the shop. During this period the verandah was removed and the top storey was 
taken from the store. 

In 1954 the business passed to Andrew Mercer, a baker. Over the next three decades the shop changed 
hands several times - Reg Hockey (1956-1957), Yates (1957-1969), Ivy Peterson (1969-1972) and John 
Baynham (1972-1976). It continued to operate as a store supplying both general goods and bread. 

It ceased operation as a store in 1976 

DESCRIPTION 

Originally both sections of the building were two storeys. The remaining two storey section is one of 
the few remaining double storey structures in the Shire. The building was originally face brickwork, 
which is now painted, and has the characteristic straight parapet with the decorative corbelled brick 
cornice found in Chewton. The doorway also has the semicircular fanlight often found in Chewton 
buildings. The upper windows retain their twelve pane sashes. The front door appears to be original. 
The building has a hipped roof clad in corrugated steel and retains an original brick chimney. 

• ,1e single storey building has had the paint removed from the brickwork and by the appearance of the 
bricks it is probable that the entire facade was rebuilt from second hand materials when the building was 
altered from two storey to a single storey. The existing design is compatible with the character of the 
streetscape. 

Although the left hand section has been altered, the original section is substantially intact, despite the 
loss of the street verandah. The buildings are an important element in the streetscape. 

REFERENCES 
Borough of Chewton Rate Books and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books 
Information from Silas Ellery and Stuart Williamson 
Information from title searches completed by Barbara James 
Balliere's Victorian Directory 1868 
Barbara James, Tour Notes 
Chewton Video, No. One and No. Three 

Assessed by 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER f,;2l 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST □ 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER □ 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton F 11 (now part of C.A.42) 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C97 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NAME: Chewton Post Office 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 561 925 

The Post Office is Chewton's most prominent public building. Although built after the township's first 
flush of gold rush prosperity had subsided, it reflects the town's continuing high expectations of a 
prosperous future. The building was designed in 1879 by George Watson, architect with the Public 
Works Department. Since its construction the post office has acted as a community meeting place and 
the importance attributed to it by residents is reflected in its local ownership. The building is a major 
landmark in Chewton. 

State Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Retention on the Register of Historic Buildings, nomination for addition to the Register of the National 
Estate. Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Community Life (Postal Services) 
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HISTORY 

Tenders were advertised in the Government Gazette for conveyance of mail to Mount Alexander from 
September, 1851. In December 185 I, Mr Evans opened a post office at what became known as Post 
Office Hill and in the following years a number of different people fulfilled the role of postmaster. These 
were often storekeepers who sorted the mail as pan of their business operations. 

Despite the large population centring on Chewton in 1852, the government decided to build a post office 
at Castlemaine where the gold fields administration was now based. Chewton existed without an official 
post office for the next twenty years. Finally in 1872 a deputation from the Chewton Council visited the 
Commissioner for Public Works and the Post Master General to request the erection ofa post office at 
Chewton. However it was not until J. B. Patterson, a Victorian parliamentarian who had been a 
Chewton councillor between 1861-1869, was appointed Commissioner of Public Works in 1877, that 
real progress was made toward a Chewton post office. Upon application, Patterson declared his 
intention to provide Chewton with "a nice little public building". 

In April 1879 land close to the Chewton Hall was purchased by the government and George Watson, 
architect with the Public Works Department, drew up plans for a brick post office with a colonnade, 
three arches and a hipped roof (The same architect later designed the Bendigo Post Office and Law 
Courts). The contractor for the building was Thomas Corley from Carlton and the total cost was £1218. 

The new post office with an adjoining residence was opened by J. B. Patterson on 1 December 1879 

The post office operated successfully until I 9 I 6 when a reduction in revenue caused the Commonwealth 
government to threaten closure. Several Chewton businessmen decided to buy the post office on a 
debenture scheme and were able to persuade the Commonwealth to keep it open and to pay the wages 
of the officer in charge. 

The Metcalfe Council took over the post office building in 1951 although it remains in the care of a 
Board ofTrustees. 

DESCRIPTION 

The Chewton Post Office is a classically detailed bi-chromatic brick building with hipped slate roofs 
The central section has a colonnade of three arched openings with the central supports being columns 
with brick piers at each side. This section is separated as a porch from the main building and this is 
emphasised by the hipped roof The porch section is flanked by the main building with pairs of round 
headed arched windows on each side. The main decorative elements of the facade are the bands of 
shaped cream bricks forming a frieze and the shaped cream bricks outlining the arched openings. The 
coloured brick is also used at the sill level, below the eaves and in bands in the chimneys. The slate roof 
I, 00 semi-circular decorative vents. 

The residence section has a verandah with simple timber brackets as decoration. The building is 
enhanced by the timber picket fence and is substanti_ally intact externally. 

The building is a solid, well maintained example of a well designed government building and retains its 
original use. 

REFERENCES 
History of the Chewton Post Office compiled by George Archer, June 1980 
,-',Jexander Land Protection Association Inc, Submission for consideration by the Permits Committee, 
Historic Buildings Council, November 1991 
Using: Frank McKillop, "fairly Castlemaine", Mount Alexander Mail 1908-1909 
:-.1ount Alexander Mail, 25 May 1872 
J. W. Sparks, Autobiography, l 910 
National Trust of Victoria Building Files 
Harry Ottery, Early Mining at Chewton, 1982 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORJC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton F 148 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C97A 

TO\VN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NAME: Police Lock Up 
ADDRESS: off Pyrenees Highway 

FORJ'\1ER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 561 924 

This police lock up and two room timber office were situated on the old Police Paddock. Although the 
buildings would appear to have been relocated to this site, they indicated the police presence in the area. 
The lock up, believed to be oflocal construction, is similar in type to those imported in the 1850s and 
1860s and moved around the state as the need arose. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Law and Order) 
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HISTORY 

From the end of 1851 there had been a police camp established at Forest Creek and Glass's Castlemaine 
Directory for I 856 states that there were five foot police, a sergeant and four privates stationed at 
Forest Creek. An 1861 mining map shows that a police camp still existed at Post Office Hill, at this 
time. The police station was originally situated on the south east corner of the Camp and this location of 
the lock up is on the old site of the Police Paddock. 

The lock up is believed to have been constructed locally between the mid 1860s and 1870s. It is similar 
in design to a standard prefabricated building imported from England and simply fitted together upon 
arrival. It was designed to be portable and may have been moved a number of times. The huge influx of 
people to the Victorian gold fields resulted in the government having difficulty meeting the requirements 
for law and order. The use of portable buildings helped meet this demand. Only three other lock-ups as 
old or older are known to exist in Victoria. These are at Trentham, Swan Hill and Moonambel. 

The timber office is believed to have been a railway office at Muckleford and in 1994 was relocated to 
Muckleford for use on the Castlemaine to Mal don railway line. 

The lock up was dismantled in 1994 and the parts are in storage. The Chewton Progress Association 
proposes to locate the re-assembled lock-up on land near the Chewton Town Hall. 

DESCRIPTION 

On the site is the single room police lock up and nearby the two roomed office. 

The office is a rectangular building with a gable roof and a six paned window in one side. The building 
is clad in vertical timber boarding. At the gable end is a metal fireplace and chimney which indicates that 
this was also designed as a portable building. 

The lock up building is square with a gable roof The police lock up has been subject to some insect 
attack of the timber which has revealed the construction of the building. It is basically a cage of iron 
bars for the walls, floor and ceiling with very thick timbers used as weatherboards to line the external 
walls and a ceiling and floor of thick planking. The gable ends of the roof are designed as vents which 
would allow for the escape of heat during hot weather. The roof is clad in corrugated iron. A 
perforated metal vent is let into each side of the building for ventilation of the cell. The door is solid and 
cl~-" in metal. The thickness of the timber cladding would appear to make the building relatively difficult 
tc _nite from outside or inside and extremely difficult to damage. The roof section is attached to the 
wall section by a long row of bolts which indicate that it may have been possible to remove the roof 
when relocating the structure. 

REFERENCES 
Information from Barbara James 
Information from Mary Thompson ofChewton Progress Association based on discussion with Frances 
O'Neill, Heritage Assets Management Branch and Stuart Duff, Police Historical Society. 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY l992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL EST ATE REGISTER □ 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton F9 (Now CA 41) 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C98 

TO\VN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NA:\IE: Chewton Town Hall 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FOR.!'1IER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 560 925 

This unique building with the reputation of being the smallest Town Hall in Victoria, was constructed as 
a private venture in 1858 and is one of the few buildings in the Shire to survive from the crucial 
gold rush period of the I 850s. The building is strongly associated with the period of administration 
by the Chewton Borough Council and is seen as an important symbol of a time when the township 
was large and prosperous enough to direct its own affairs. The Hall is also associated with community 
organisations such as the Freemasons, the Society of Odd fellows and the Mechanics Institute. 

State Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Retention on the Register of Historic Buildings, nomination for addition to the Register of the National 
Estate. Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Community Life, Local Government 
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HISTORY 

On 8 September, 1858, tenders were called in the Mount Alexander Mail for the erection of a hall at 
Chewton. Plans and specifications were to be seen at Mr Parkin's place at Old Post Office Hill. Until 
this time most large gatherings had met in rooms provided by the town's hotels, in particular the 
Assembly Hall connected to the Red Hill Hotel. However the Mount Alexander Mail reported that the 
new hall would be different since it was "a private speculation originated in the desire of some gentlemen 
to have an assembly room separate from a public house". 

On 17 December, 1858 the Hall was advertised as open to the public for meetings, classes etc. It 
belonged to a company and was managed by Trustees. The Hall was used by a number of organisations 
including the Freemasons who held a number of shares in the company. A Mechanic's Institute was 
formed in Chewton in 1862 and the Hall was used for meetings and to house the Institute library. Later 
a wooden structure, divided into two rooms, was added at the rear of the Hall and this was used as a 
Mechanics Institute and, during the 1940s, by members of the Oddfellows' Lodge. 

A Court of Petty Sessions was also held in the Hall from 1869 after long agitation by the Chewton 
Council led to the Court's removal from the Red Hill Assembly Hall, where it had operated since 1862. 

The first Chewton Council meeting in 1861 had taken place at the Post Office Hill Hotel but every 
subsequent meeting was held at this Hall. In the first year the trustees even added an anteroom to the 
Hall for Council to use as a committee room. The Council was initially charged £25 a year to rent the 

ll although this was rapidly reduced to £ I 6 a year and it was still at this level in I 88 I. 

From its creation, the Chewton Council had planned to build its own council chambers. A variety of 
ideas were discussed but never implemented including turning the old market hall into a Town Hall. 
Between 1869 and 1882 movements were made toward purchasing the existing Hall however it was not 
until sometime after 1882 that the Hall passed into the ownership of the Chewton Council. In I 916, 
when the Borough of Chewton amalgamated with the Shire of Metcalfe, the Hall automatically became 
the property of the Shire of Metcalfe. 

DESCRIPTION 

The hall is a narrow rectangular building with its rendered brick street facade decorated with reference 
to classical details including a heavy cornice and a semicircular pediment set into a plain parapet. The 
pediment is decorated with flanking scrolls and is topped with a palmette acroterion. The hall has a 
central door with a semicircular fanlight and two rectangular windows at each side . 

The windows are set very high in the wall giving the appearance of a child's drawing and perhaps 
Pm.phasising the claim as the smallest town hall The double hung window sashes are divided into 12 

. ,es. The side walls are of brick. The building is now topped by a timber flagpole . 

The hall's site on a bend in the main road and adjac~nt to the Post Office makes it a prominent landmark 
in the centre of Chewton. 

REFERENCES 
Alexander Land Protection Association Inc, Submission for consideration by the Permits Committee, 
Historic Buildings Council, November 1991 
Using: Mount Alexander Mail various dates 
Information from title searches completed by Barbara James 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992193 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton F28 (after 1861 - F13) 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: ClOO 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NAME: Primitive Methodist Church 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 560 924 

The Primitive Methodist Church provided a focus for community and cultural life in Chewton 
throughout the last half of the nineteenth century, attracting many who had migrated from Wales and 
England. The design of the church is an unusually early use of the Gothic style by the Primitive 
Methodists. The most distinctive element of the design is the pair of flying buttresses projecting at 
angles from the facade. This is one of the few buildings in the state which has flying buttresses and 
was described at the time of construction as "the most elaborate structure of its kind in the 
neighbourhood of Castlemaine". The building is an important element in the streetscape. The building 
may have been designed by E. S. V. Spencer. 

State Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Addition to the Register of Historic Buildings, nomination for addition to the Register of the National 
Estate. Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 
THEMES 
Community Life (Churches) 
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HISTORY 
Primitive Methodism was established in Victoria in 1849 after its formation in England in 1811. The 
Primitive Methodists were most numerous in the Midlands and north of England, especially among 
miners. By 1854 fourteen committed members of the Primitive Methodists were actively engaged in 
evangelistic work at Forest Creek. By 1854 a group of faithful led by "Glory" Smith had erected a 
temporary Primitive Methodist church made of bark, slabs and canvas on Post Office Hill in Chewton. 
The Rev. M. Clarke travelled up from Melbourne to open the church on 23 April 1854, formally 
inaugurating the Primitive Methodist Church in Chewton. 

On December 4, 1860 a trustees' meeting was held at Steel's Gully and it was decided to "proceed 
forthwith" to erect a place of worship on the ground purchased from Captain Trewartha for £37/10/-. 
After a period of indecision, it was eventually decided that the building would be 28 feet by 36 feet and 
built of brick. The door and window sills were to be of slate and there was to be only one door in the 
porch with a small window at each side. The aisles inside the church were to be three feet wide. E. S. 
V. Spencer was appointed the project architect. 

A share list was prepared to raise money among friends for the building. The foundation stone was laid 
in February 1861 by the Warden ofCastlemaine. A copy of the "Jubilee Volume" and other documents 
were buried beneath the stone. 

The church was officially opened on June 2, 1861 at a cost of £535. The day before the opening it was 
decided to colour the front of the church and tuck point it. The new church was named the Jubilee 
Pr;mitive Methodist Church since it was erected in 1861 to commemorate fifty years of Primitive 
; .hodism. Another Jubilee church was erected at Newstead but this does not survive. 

The new church was believed to be the only church on the gold fields and one of the few in Australia 
with flying buttresses. A newspaper account of the opening commented that "the curves of these 
ornamental but necessary appendages contrast pleasingly with the square outline of the walls." A report 
in the Mount Alexander Mail described it as "the most elaborate structure of its kind in the 
neighbourhood of Castlemaine". 

In 1902 two Chewton churches - the Wesleyans and the Primitive Methodists - united under the 
Methodist Union Act and formed a new Methodist Church. Both congregations subsequently met in the 
former Wesleyan Church. The Primitive Methodist Church was sold to the Independent Order of 
Rechabites in 1904 for £128. In 1947 it was sold again, this time to the Independent Chapel for use as a 
Sunday School and youth club. The Primitive Methodist Church is now privately owned. 
DESCRIPTION 
This is an unusually early use of the Gothic style by the Primitive Methodists. The most distinctive 
element of the design is the pair of flying buttresses projecting at angles from the facade. The building is 
very much as described in the brief developed for the architect by the trustees. The face brick building 
has a rendered base with the diagonal buttresses at the corner of the porch rising in a gravity defying 
r~h of brick to the square nameplate below rendered pointed arch opening in the apex of the gable of 
, . main wall of the church. Diagonal buttresses are also used on the corners of the main hall. The 
buttresses and gable end wall are capped with render and rendered architraves mark out the door and 
window openings. The main entry door was originally two leaves that went the full height of the 
pointed arch door opening but these were later cut to square and the upper section nailed shut to reduce 
the weight of the doors. The decorative roof trusses supporting a canvas sail cloth ceiling and timber 
shingles are now concealed in the boarded ceiling that was a later addition. 
Note: The National Trust file states that the building was designed by Crouch and Wilson architects but 
the reference on their file is from the Wesleyan Chronicle and obviously refers to the Wesleyan Church 
on Post Office Hill, (see C84) 

REFERENCES 
Max Lessor, Primitive Methodist Church, Historical Overview, 1992 
Miles Lewis ed., Victorian Churches, their origins, their stmy & their architecture, Melbourne 1991 
C Irving Benson, A Century of Victorian Methodism, Melbourne, 1955 
"Castlemaine Circuit History", The Spectator, 1906 
Information from Barbara James 
Chewton Video, No. 4 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST □ 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton F7 and portion of F6 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: Cl0l 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NAME: Trewartha House 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 559 924 

A terrace of unusual design notable for its use of zinc coated iron tiles made in England by Morewood 
and Rogers. The prominent location of the building abutting the main street and the visual interest of a 
style not seen elsewhere in the township, adds to its significance. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Residential), Gold 
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PHOTOGRAPH 
FILM No. 7/28 
DATE 17.6.92 
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HISTORY 
In 1856 Allotment F6 was purchased jointly by James Trewartha and James Featherby but in November 
1857 they divided the block between them so that the eastern portion was owned outright by Trewartha. 
In early 1857, Trewartha also bought the adjoining allotment, F7, from Thomas Downey who had 
purchased it from the Crown in 1856. 

James Trewartha was on the Mount Alexander diggings at least as early as 1852 where he is recorded in 
Bryce Ross's Diggers Directory as a mining captain residing on Herald Office Hill. In 1858 he built a 
Hay and Corn Store on the present site. However in January of the next year the Mount Alexander Mail 
reported that he had decided to sell his Forest Creek property since he intended entering into a large 
mining speculation. 

The Mount Alexander Mail does not record the result of this mining venture but by 1859 Trewartha had 
mortgaged the property for £200. It may be at this time that the hay and corn store was replaced with 
the present terrace of two houses. 

In 1862 Trewartha left Chewton for Daylesford and offered his premises for use as a council chamber. 
His offer was not accepted. In 1865, William Bouch, a teacher is listed living in a brick dwelling owned 
by James Trewartha on this site. 

During the 1880s one of the houses was occupied for a short period by John Ebbott, manager of the 
Madame Garfield mine, and his family while their house was being shifted from the mine site into the 
<":hewton township. 

In the 1930s the two terrace houses were occupied by Stan Scholes and Bill Maltby respectively. 

DESCRIPTION 

The brick building is a terrace of two houses constructed as one building with a hipped roof clad in 
Morewood and Rogers galvanised iron tiles. A straight pitched verandah springs from below the eaves 
line and is also clad in the Morewood and Rogers tiles. The verandah has a decorative scalloped 
fretwork verandah fascia board. There is no decoration on the verandah posts which appear to have 
been renewed. The two dwellings share a wide brick chimney with decorative corbelled bands of 
brickwork, placed centrally on the building. The two dwellings are similar in facade treatment but not 
identical. Each has a central door with a timber framed, 12 paned, double hung window on either side. 
These are not placed symmetrically in the facade. The brickwork has been painted. 

Morewood and Rogers galvanised roof tiles were imported from England in the 1850s. They were 
-~rely imported after I 860 and are generally associated with buildings constructed in the 1850s. Their 
_,1rvival on this building is of significance. 

The building is an important element in the streetscape as it is built with the verandah on the street 
boundary, it has a rare roofing material and is an unusual form in the Chewton area. 

REFERENCES 
Chewton Heritage Tour 
Tour Notes - Barbara James 
Information from Silas Ellery and Stuart Williamson 
Information from title searches completed by Barbara James 
Bryce Ross's Diggings Directory, 1852 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton A 2, 3 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C 106 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NAME: Ottery's Butcher Shop 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FORJ'\1ER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 554 927 

This building one of only two butcher's shoplto survive in Chewton from a period in which the 
township boasted thirteen butcher's stores. Its visual appeal with its splayed return verandah and intact 
windows and doors and corner siting on the main road make it an important element in the main 
streetscape. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Commercial), Gold 

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE PROGRAM 1989/90 
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE COMMITTEE (VICTORIA) A.1\/D THE SHIRE OF METCALFE 

BUILDING DATE 
c1870 

PHOTOGRAPH 
FILM No. 6/21 
DATE 17.6.92 
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HISTORY 
These two allotments were purchased by Battista Bocca and R. Jacques respectively in 1856 but by 
I 86 I, Battista Bocca had acquired both blocks. Bocca sold the property to Robert Ottery in 187 I. 
Ottery's Memoirs suggest that there may already have been a timber store on the allotment which he 
leased for some time before he purchased the block. 

Robert Ottery, a sailor, had arrived on the Mount Alexander diggings in February 1852 and spent most 
of the ensuing years as a miner. In his Memoirs he explains how he commenced work as a butcher. 

[ A man} requested me to take the running business at Butcher's Gully, rental 5 - weekly, 110 in going. 
Here was a golden chance, beef at 12 6 per 100 lbs. /11 about three months owing to Pleura it had nm 
up to £5 per JOO lbs and as I rose the prices the customers became dissatisfied and left me. However I 
hung on and bought the land and erected a substantial brick shop and dwelling. 

The corner site of the building on the Chewton main road made it an ideal business location. Despite 
fluctuations in price, meat had become a staple item of diet and during this period there was enough 
business to keep thirteen butchers operating in Chewton. 

As the population in Chewton dwindled, Robert Ottery sought work as a railway contractor, interstate. 
His wife Mary was left to run the butcher's store with the help of their sons. In the early 1890s Mary 
(nee Jesser), inherited the Jesser grocery store (C79) and this prompted the decision to sell the butcher's 
shop in 1895 to Anna Ellis. 

Anna Ellis sold to Richard Sawyer in 1923 and by 1941, William Bernard and William Tumney had 
acquired the property. After this it passed rapidly through a number of hands - Nita Neville (1941-
1942), Agnes Lacey ( 1942-1949), Norman and Lillian Scott (1949-1951) and James and Hilda Black 
(1951-1962) 

DESCRJPTION 

The butchers shop and residence is of face brickwork with a hipped roof returning around the corner 
shop splay and terminating in a gabled brick parapet on the residence. The side section of the butcher 
shop is roofed separately under a hipped roof. The corner shop is marked by a straight pitched verandah 
which returns around the splayed comer of the shop. The verandah has a decorative fretwork fascia 
board. An early photograph shows that the verandah did not have spouting but that the original posts 
were stop chamfered with decorative timber capital mouldings. The handrail is a later addition. 

The window and door openings are as shown in the early photograph. The shop has the entry door on 
•11e comer splay with two large shop windows either side. The residential section did not have a 

.Jrandah in the early photograph and the verandah springing line on this section was marked with 
corbelled bricks and a row of bricks set on the diagonal for decoration. Since then the diagonal bricks 
have been removed and a verandah added which has also been removed. The face brickwork of the 
gable end wall of the residence has been painted. · 

The store is externally substantially intact. 

REFERENCES 
Harry Ottery, The Mo1111t Alexander Goldfield5, 1986 p75-8 l 
Information from Silas Ellery and Stuart Williamson 
Information from title searches completed by Barbara James 
Chewton Heritage Tour, Barbara James Tour Notes 
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SHIRE OF '.\IETCALFE HERITAGE STCDY 1992-"9_3 

Cl:RRE\T LISTI1'GS: 

FILE :\o: C 11-l 

TOW:\/DISTRJCT: Chewton 
HISTORIC BUILDii'-:GS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATION . .\L TRUST 0 
NATION . .\L ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

1'AME: Road Bridge 
ADDRESS: Railway Street 

FOfu\lER NA.ME: 

I\LA.P NAME: Chewton 
l\L,\P REFERENCE BU 566918 

The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design 
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome and 
bichrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and viaduct 
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale 
of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an 
expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne 
and the significance of the Castlernaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls 
the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the Colony's largest 
single endeavour of its time. The brick and bluestone segmental arched road bridge is an important 
element. 

State Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as part of the Melbourne Mount Alexander 
and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the Historic 
Buildings Register. 
THEMES BUILDING DATE 
Transport 1862 

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIO:SAL ESTATE PROGRAM 1989/90 
FOR THE NATIONAL ESTATE CO'v!MITTEE (Y!CTORL".) A,'\D THE SHIRE OF ~!ETC\LFE 

PHOTOG!t.'\.PH 
FILM No.8,32 
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HISTORY 
In June of 1852 the :v!elboume :\fount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company was promuloated 
to build a main line of railway from :\lelboume to Mount Alexander and the Murray River at Echuc~. 
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the formation of the 
Victorian Railways Department during the same year. The K yneton to Bendigo Section which runs 
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the extant 
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection 
of earlv stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these 
structures, the use of local granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry. 
The availability of building material determined the character of each section of line within the Shire; 
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at 
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line 
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for 
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of sub
contracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established 
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final 
collapse of the established level of wages. 

This bridge is adjacent to the site of the Chewton Station. Initially no station was planned for Chewton, 
only a siding was provided and a Station Master was been appointed in December 1862. It was then 
found that the gradient was too steep for engines to stop. The townspeople kept up agitation for a 
•ation, bringing in Sir W.A. Zeal and other eminent railway men to declare that a train could be 

_,opped. With the advent of a new braking system and the local parliamentarian Mr. J. B. Patterson as 
Minister for Public Works a station was finally built in 1879. The station was closed in :\farch 1971 and 
the buildings and works removed. 

DESCRIPTION 
The rail bridge is a segmental arched bridge of brick and bluestone. The bluestone is used as shaped 
rusticated voussoirs with an enlarged keystone, as quoin work marking the arch, as a shaped cornice at 
both the arch springing and the below the parapet and capping the brick parapet. The inner surface of 
the bridge arch retains the original face brickwork and is marked by a line of stone at the arch springing. 
The bridge materials show the move away from solid bluestone in the Taradale area to the brick of the 
~hewton and Castlemaine section of the line. 

REFERENCES 
Cusack. Bendigo: .•I History. 1973. p 1-15 
Bradfield. Elphinstone. Part 2. nd 
The Guardian June 26 19S6 p9 Surplus bricks from this project are said to haYc been used for the construction of St 
Mary's Church in Elphinstone 
The Fruit World ofAustra/asia. 10 July 1918 
Martin. 'Bringing the Railway to Castlemaine'. C.\/. 2 Mar 19➔..J. from .\L-L\I 20 Aug 1862 
\Vard. 'Murray Ri\·er Railway', Heritage .-lustralia. Spring 1985 p36 
Ottery. Harry . . \fount Alexander Golclfields - Castlemaine. Bairnsdale 1986 
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SHIRE Qf METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton E 170, 149 

STATE!VIENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: C 115 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Chewton 

NAME: Shield's House and Tannery 
ADDRESS: off Mount Street 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 565 928 

The elegant residence and several brick pits, are now the only reminders of a key nineteenth century 
industry. Shields' tannery was of state importance as the only place in Victoria where parchment was 
produced. It was also a major source oflocal employment The remaining brick pits suggest the variety 
of treatments the skins passed through in the process of tanning while their proximity to the Shields' 
residence is expressive of a period when owners lived and worked on the same site. The visual elegance 
of the residence witnesses to the Shields' success in the tannery business. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Addition to the Register of the National Estate, Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Industry, Residential) 

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATlONAL ESTATE PROGRAMME 1989/90. 
FOR THE NATIONAL EST ATE COMMITTEE (VICTORIA) AND THE SHIRE OF METCALFE 
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PHOTOGRAPH 
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HISTORY 
Edward Shields had established a tannery on this site at least as early as 1862 although an earlier map 
show Butterworth's tannery on this site in 1859. Shields' tannery was certainly in full operation by 1862 
when the Mount Alexander Mail complained about the sludge problem it was creating. In a town with 
such a high consumption of meat that thirteen butchers were kept in business, there was obvious scope 
for a tannery. 

During the next decades Shield's tannery grew to large proportions. A Mount Alexander Mail 
correspondent visiting during the I 870s described yards paved with flagging sloping into underground 
drains and "no less than 30 bricked pits of various kinds, sunk around the buildings, each of which has 
its appropriate use". A special room existed for the display of the different types ofleather produced by 
the industry. The tannery also specialised in parchment making, the only place in the colony where this 
industry existed. 

Edward Shields died in 1893 but the business was continued to be carried on by his family, Edward's 
son-in-law, Mr Hill, becoming the manager. With the failure of many of the district quartz mines the 
tannery became a major source of employment in the area. A photograph of the site taken around the 
tum of the century shows over ninety employees. The tannery finally closed around the period of the 
First World War. 

The brick house on the site was probably built in 1864 when Mrs Mary Ann Shield borrowed £ 600 to 
"rect a house. 

DESCRIPTION 

The brick house is an elegantly detailed version of this style of house seen elsewhere in Chewton (see 
C76 & C77). This building has the central doorway with semicircular fanlight over flanked by 
symmetrically placed timber, double hung windows. This example is distinctive for the use of render for 
quoin work, a cornice band below the eaves and as architraves to the windows and door. The tall 
chimneys at each side of the building are also embellished by render decoration. The face brickwork 
survives unpainted. The hipped roof is clad in corrugated metal The house is set up above the roadway 
and the front door is reached by steps through a narrow garden. The isolated setting against the 
surrounding hills adds to the character of the place. 

The industrial site has not been fully inspected. 

REFERENCES 
Harry Ottery, The Moun/ Alexander Goldfield,, 1986 p55-57 
Information from Silas Ellery and Stuart Williamson 
Information from Barbara James 
Chewton Video, No. 3 

Assessed by Assessment Date 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg Sept-Oct 1993 
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SH.ffiEJ)F METCALFE HERITAG_ESTlJl)):'_J2_9Y93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Chewton El, 18 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: GP6 

TO\VN/DISTRICT: Golden Point 

NAME: Coy Wine and Spirit Store 
ADDRESS: Golden Point Road 

FOR.i\1ER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 575 933 

This store dates from the gold rush era of the 1850s and is one of the few commercial buildings to 
survive in the Golden Point locality. Its location suggests that when it operated as a wine and spirit 
store it was a convenient "half way house" for those travelling between Faraday and Castlemaine. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Commercial) Community Life (Hotels) 
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BUILDING DATE 
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PHOTOGRAPH 
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HISTORY 

John William Coy purchased this allotment in 1857 and erected a wine and spirit store here. It is 
believed that for a period it was known as either the Farmer Arms Hotel or Falmouth Arms. The former 
was an appropriate name since it was on the road along which the early settlers at Faraday came to 
market their produce in Chewton and Castlemaine. 

John Coy had been a resident of the district since 1852. He was a borough councillor for seven years 
and Mayor ofChewton for two years. He was also a member of the Benevolent Asylum Committee. 
When he died in 1878 his obituary stated that "his open hand to the poor, kind heart and genial nature 
will long be remembered in the neighbouring borough." 

John's son may conceivably have continued running the store for in 1882 a Henry Coy is still listed as a 
storekeeper in the area. However in 1884 John's executors sold the property to Frederick Call. 

' 
During the 1930s depression the property was owned by Florence and George McG!enchy. George 
spent a great proportion of these years fossicking for gold or sluicing at Forest Creek. 

DESCRIPTION 

The building of of brick with a long hipped roof The roof is now clad in corrugated iron. It now has a 
gently curved concave hipped verandah. This verandah is not shown in an earlier photograph of the 
building. The former store has a central doorway with side light and flanking symmetrically placed 
windows. The windows are tripartite with very narrow side lights. The building has a skillion roofed 
section to the rear with an unpainted brick chimney to this section. There are no chimneys surviving on 
the main section. The brick walls are now painted. 

The building retains the form and materials of characteristic buildings of the mid-Victorian era. 

REFERENCES 
Information from Silas Ellery and Stuart Williamson 
Information from title searches completed by Barbara James 
Wises Post Office Directory 1884 
MAM, 26 April, 1878 in Myers, The Great Majority 

Assessed by 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg 
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SHIRE QF METCALFE HERITAGE STT.IDY 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER □ 
HBC No. 

NATIONAL TRUST □ 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: GPI0A 

TO\VN/DISTRICT: Golden Point 

NAME: Ruins of Commissioner's Residence/Police 
Station 

ADDRESS: Parsons Road 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 943 578 

The ruins are on the site of the earliest Government presence on the Forest Creek diggings. The stone 
remains mark the area of the first Commissioner's camp and his subsequent residence. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Gold, Water 

PROJECT No. 39 OF THE NATIONAL EST ATE PROGRAMME 1989/90. 
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HISTORY· 

On 8 October 1851 the Forest Creek goldfield was proclaimed and former squatter and Port Phillip 
pioneer, Frederick Armand Powlett, was appointed Gold Commissioner. He pitched his tent close to 
this site. The stone remains are that of the subsequent Commissioner's residence. This had been built 
soon after April 1852, when the Argus reported that six new Gold Commissioner stations were to be 
created, including one at Golden Point. The building was constructed of stone and served as the 
administrative centre for the surrounding area. A police station was also built close by. 

DESCRIPTION 

The only remains of the early police presence in the area is a stone building with the tallest element being 
the chimney stack and fireplace. The stonework is of random rubble slate and the openings where there 
were windows and doors can still be seen in the walls which still survive. The ruin is near the site of a 
• ·dern house. 

REFERENCES 
Sankey, R.H. Lt. Col., Report on Caliban and Geelong Schemes, 1871 
Information from Barbara James using MAM and Council Minutes 
Argus, 21 April 1853 
Argus, 9 Nov I 85 l 
Argus, 29 March 1852 

Assessed by 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg 
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CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER □ 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST □ 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER □ 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 

STATElVIENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: GP! I 

TO\VN/DISTRICT: Golden Point 

NAME: Commissioner's Dam 
ADDRESS: Golden Point Road 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 943 578 

The earthworks at Commissioner's Dam are a reminder of the crucial importance of water for alluvial 
mining operations. They represent the government's attempt to address the problem over ten years 
before the introduction of the Coliban Water Scheme. The location of the dam near the remains of the 
Gold Commissioner's residence - one of the earliest sites of government on the gold fields - adds to its 
significance. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Gold, Water 
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HISTORY 

Water was crucial for mining operations and, at the Mount Alexander diggings in particular, neither 
F crest Creek nor Barkers Creek could cater for the demands made upon them during the dry summer 
months. Just two months after the discovery of gold at Forest Creek, the Argus reporter wrote that 
with stretches of the creek dry and the ground baked hard, diggers had left by their thousands, not 
because of any absence of gold but because of the lack of water to obtain it. Those who remained and 
did not possess a cart were forced to carry their wash dirt miles to the nearest water "in tin dishes on 
their heads or shouldering it in bags". By March water was being carted four-five miles and drinking 
water was in such demand that some were paying one shilling a bottle. 

In 1860 the Government committed themselves to building a whole series of dams on the gold fields. In 
the Chewton area reservoirs were built at both Commissioner's Gully and Dinah Flat between January 
and March I 861. 

The dam at Commissioner's Gully was built near the old Commissioner's residence. This had been built 
soon after April 1852, when the Argus reported that six new Gold Commissioner stations were to be 
created, including one at Golden Point. The building was constructed of stone and served as the 
administrative centre for the surrounding area. A police station was also built close by. 

The Chewton Council leased the new reservoir back from the Government for a nominal sum of £1 a 
""ar. There was talk of piping water to the township from the reservoir but this never eventuated. In 

71, Colonel Sankey, a visiting water works expert from England, reported that the condition of 
Commissioner's Gully was good and that it was used in dry seasons for both domestic use and mining. 

In 1889 the banks of Commissioner's Dam were swept away when a cloudburst on Mount Alexander 
sent a torrent of water down Forest Creek. Two miners were drowned and most bridges demolished in 
the resulting flood. 

DESCRIPTION 

The form of the dam's earth wall can still be seen on the north side of Parson's Road leading off Golden 
Point Road. The wall is now breached and therefore there is no water in the dam. 

Nearly opposite the dam wall, on the south side of the track, are the remains of the commissioner's 
residence, a stone building with the tallest element being the chimney stack and fireplace. 

REFERENCES 
Sankey, R. H. Lt. Col, Report 011 Coli ban and Gee long Schemes, 1871 
Information from Barbara James using MAM and Council Minutes 
Argus, 21 April 1853 
Argus, 9 Nov 1851 
Argus, 29 March 1852 

Assessed by 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg 
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S_IIIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGESTUI>Y 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST □ 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER □ 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Faraday A2, 19D 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: GP! IA 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Golden Point 

NAME: Endall/Madigan House 
ADDRESS: off Golden Point Road 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 574 943 

This house, is a rare and relatively intact example of a stone residence believed to date back to the I 850s 
alluvial gold rushes at Golden Point. It is also closely associated with a later phase of gold mining 
through the occupancy of James Endall who operated a dredge in For est Creek and the subsequent 
residency of Bill Madigan, who worked a sluicing plant. The huge Lombardy poplar and several ancient 
pear trees date back to the nineteenth century and are notable remnants from a once extensive garden 
and orchard. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Gold, Horticultural 
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HISTORY 

Bartholomew Kenney, a farmer, bought this allotment from the Crown in 1876. A house already existed 
on the site, in all likelihood dating back to Golden Point's gold rush days. In I 887 the land was 
purchased by Henry Anderson, a miner, who sold to Emma Anderson in 1896. The rate books at this 
time make specific mention of a stone house and an orchard on the property. 

Mary Dennis owned the property briefly in 1904 before selling to Alfred Endall in the same year. 
During this period James End all and his family lived in the house. End all operated one of two large 
dredges along Forest Creek. This proved quite lucrative and between 1903-19 I I, Endall obtained 
10,500 oz of gold from 59 acres ofland. 

By 1913 the house was occupied by Bill Madigan and he remained in residence despite the sale of the 
property to the O'Grady family, prominent farmers in the area, in 1918. Bill Madigan teamed up with 
Harry Juniper and the two did a lot of sluicing around the Chewton area. Ottery claims they were the 
last of the sluicing plants operating at Chewton and they did well. The site remained the property of the 
O'Grady family until 1969 when it was sold to Brian Parsons. 

"'ESCRIPTION 

The house is of granite and slate with a hipped roof There is no evidence of a verandah at the front of 
the house. The stonework is of roughly coursed slate laid on the flat with the corners in large, roughly 
squared granite and granite slabs used as lintels over the door and windows. The house has a central 
doorway flanked by two 12 pane timber double hung windows. There is a brick chimney with a very 
simple brick capping at each side of the building. 

The house is set among large trees including eucalypts and poplars. There is one very large poplar near 
the house. There are four very old pear trees still surviving in the garden. The building is very 
picturesquely sited across the creek from the main road amongst the large trees and garden. 

The use of both slate and granite is an unusual feature of the stonework. The building is substantially 
intact and in good condition. 

REFERENCES 
Borough ofChewton Rate Books and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books 
Lou Thomas, History of Faraday, School Centenary, 1969 
Information from title searches completed by Barbara James 
Ottery, The Mount Alexander Goldfields, 1986 

Assessed by 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg 
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CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER □ 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 
Faraday A2, 12&13 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: GP!SA 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Golden Point 

NAME: Carter/Reid House 
ADDRESS: Golden Point Road 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 521 948 

This stone house is one of the few surviving intact residences in Donkey Gully to date back to the hey 
day of quartz mining activity focused on the nearby Nimrod reef 

Local Significance 

RECOMMEND A TIO NS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Gold, Agricultural 
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HISTORY 

Edwin Carter, a miner, purchased this allotment from the Crown in 1863. It is probable that the house 
had been built some time before this but given the highly auriferous nature of the land very little property 
was offered for sale in the 1850s. The first rate books of 1864 record a stone dwelling already on the 
site. Edwin Carter died in 1879 at the age of 46. 

In the 1880s the property was sold to Robert Reid. A local resident recalls that Robert Reid had a 
bakers shop and kept a number of horses in an adjacent paddock known as the horse paddock. 

DESCRIPTION 

The house is of slate with a brick trim. The main section of the house has two parallel gable roofs with 
the front roof hidden behind a brick parapet. The brick parapet has a double row of bricks on the 
diagonal as a cornice line very similar to the treatment found on brick parapets in the Chewton area. 
Bricks are used to cap the stone walls, laid to follow the slope of the gables. The stonework is laid as 
·-rJdom rubble. 

The interior of the house is on different levels which could be a response to the slope of the land or 
indicates that the building was constructed in stages. 

The building is now set in a closely grown garden. 

REFERENCES 
Borough of Chewton Rate Books and Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books 
Information from Barbara James - Source: Mick Llewelyn 

Assessed by 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg 
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HISTORJC BLll.DG'GS REGISTER 0 
HBC :S:o 
:S:A TION.-U. TRCST 0 
'.\ATION.-U. ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE :s;o; Bannear Site 5 
GP 15B 

TO\Y:s;/DISTR1CT: Golden Point 

;s;Ai\IE: '"Welsh \'illage" and quartz workings 

ADDRESS: Golden Gully/Donkey Gully 
FO&"\lER :-;AME: 

MAP i'iAi\IE: Che,\1on 
i\IAP REFERENCE BU566 952 

This site has considerable historic value since it was nominated by the Division's mining surveyor as 
being responsible for the extraordinary rich alluvium that made up the Golden Point diggings and led to 
the great Mount Alexander gold rush. The open cut on the reef was reported in 193 7 as being the 
largest in the Castlemaine Mining Division. The concentration of Welsh miners associated with the reef 
in the 1860s suggests that the locality may have been a focus for this cultural group. 
The remains of the house sites and associated outbuildings (collectively known as the Welsh Village) 
hold considerable local significance as reflected by the formation and activities of the Mount Alexander 
Diggings Development Association (MADDA) to defend the site in 1988. This site should be seen in 
relation to Site 6. 

State Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommendation for inclusion on the Register of the 
National Estate 

THEMES 
Gold 
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HISTORY 
In regards to quartz mining, Golden and Donkey Gully are inextricably linked. Through the heads of 
both these gullies run the Nimrod or Donkey Reef W. Gaulton, reminiscing on his days as a diaaer on 
the Mount Alexander gold fields wrote that in April 1857, his party was one of the first to prosp;ct the 
Nimrod reef but they did not find payable stone. In the same month the MAvf reported that Palmer and 
King, had struck, at 2 feet, a 16 inch wide lode of quartz at the Nimrod Reef The Nimrod yielded rich 
results. By June 1859, seven steam engines were erected on the line of workings, and in August that 
same year, nine claims were being worked by 49 miners. 

Until 1868 the Nimrod reef was worked by a number of small private companies made up of working 
miners. Reports of gold yields from quartz crushings during these years show a predominance of Welsh 
surnames - Williams, Morris, Price, Lewis, a number of Jones, Powell, Davis, Bowen, Morgan, Evans 
and Davies. By June 1868, many of the small private companies of miners were at a common cross 
road they had exhausted much of the ground above water level. 

By 1871, it appears that some amalgamation of claims had occurred. Some of the old companies 
continued and some new names appeared, namely the Crown Nimrod and Nimrod Private companies 
In 1872 the Crown Nimrod Company increased their capital so they could erect stamp machinery for 
draining the reef In anticipation surrounding companies suspended their operations. In September it 
was reported that: 

On the Nimrod Reef a 14 horse power engine with drainage machinery is nearly completed. Its 
efficient working will enable all the mines of this rich line of reef to carry on operations below 
water level upon golden quartz followed to that depth some years ago. 

The Crown Nimrod Company had sunk its shaft to 180 feet by March 1874 and although it struck a reef 
at this depth, had ceased operating by the following year. In March 1875, the company's ground was 
being worked by a cooperative company of working miners. Three years later came another burst which 
saw more machinery erected on the reef 

However significant successes according to official and newspaper reports were not forthcoming for any 
companies in the following years. In 1884 it was reported that the Crown Nimrod mine had been sold 
but by December was working again In 1887 the company was purchased by a Melbourne syndicate. 
In 1899 the Anglo Mount Alexander Company took up a large lease and changed the name of the reef 
but many of the Welsh names - Powell, Jones, Lewis and Bowens - remained. This company does not 
seem to have operated with much success. 

One of the last companies to tackle the reef was Nimrod Developments in 193 7. In the new company's 
prospectus, W Baragwanath, Director of the Geological Survey stated that the open cut on the Nimrod 
mine was the largest in the Castlemaine district. Around the 1950s a large slate quarry was in operation 
to the west of the old open cut. 

iSCRIPTION 
At the head of Golden Gully are the remains of several stone houses and out buildings (known locally as 
the Welsh Village). Linking the houses and some of the mining sites are the remains of formed roads 
and near the houses are terraces and pathways. Within the area there are remnants of exotic plantings 
including a very large rosemary bush. On the ridge above, separating Golden Gully from Donkey Gully 
are some mine workings including shafts and a very large open cut. The open cut has been partly filled 
by mullock from later phases of mining. In the open cut is a tunnel (probably a haulage tunnel) which 
the locals refer to as Jone's adit. Above the open cut is a modern slate quarry. 

North east of the Welsh Village are about 25 well formed mounds of rock. This area was once part of 
the Faraday Common and some locals believe that the mounds are graves. This site and Site 6 have 
been extensively sur.;eyed and recorded by the Victoria Archaeological Survey. 

REFERENCES 
Castlemaine Pioneers 
MRR - June I 861, June 1868, Sept 1872, Sept I 878 
MA.vl- 19 April 1899, 17 Feb 1937 

David Bannear and Robyn Annear, Assessment of Hisloric ivfi11i11g Sites in the Castlemaine-Chewton 
Area: A Pilot S111dy, Historic Mining Sites Assessment Committee, May 1990 
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TITLE DETAILS: 

STATEMEi'iT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE :"io: GP16 
TOWi'i/DISTRJCT: Golden Point 

:"iA:\IE: Expedition Pass Reservoir 
ADDRESS: Golden Point Road 

FOR.\IER NAME: 

MAP i'iAME: Che\,10n 
MAP REFERE:-iCE BU 578 958 

The Expedition Pass Reservoir was one of the first projects attempted and completed as pan of the 
Coliban Water Supply Scheme and its construction is a substantial engineering achievement. The 
Expedition Pass Reservoir site comprises a number of elements, including the embankment, the outlet 
tower. the outlet valve and masonry setting belov,; the embankment. the bye-wash, the Victorian Water 
Supply Channel from the Coliban Main Channel and the mining race to Moonlight Flat. The Reservoir is 
also significant as a popular community landmark and recreation area. 

State Significance 

RECOM'.\'lENDA TIO NS 
;1,'1etcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing), addition to the Register of the National Estate, Retention 
on the Historic Buildings Register 

THEMES 
Water 
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CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: GP16A 

TO\VN/DISTRICT: Golden Point 

NAME: Major Mitchell Cairn 
ADDRESS: Golden Point Road 

FORt'1ER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 576 955 

This granite cairn was erected by public subscription in the decades after federation when Australian 
nationalism was flourishing and there was a concern to celebrate the lives of"The Pioneers". It is an 
example of one community's desire to commemorate the explorer who had paved the way for their own 
occupation. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Pastoral (Exploration), Community Life 
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HISTORY 
The Coliban Scheme was a governmental response to the clamour of the Castlemaine and Bendioo 
goldfields for water and envisaged that water from the Coliban River be channelled by gravity to"'the 
diggings via a Reservoir at Malmsbury and three smaller distribution reservoirs at Expedition Pass, 
Harcourt and Bendigo. Construction first began on the Scheme in 1866 when the contractors, 
Greenwood and Co. began work on a reservoir at Malmsbury. 

In February, 1867 Messers Overend and Robb successfully tendered for the construction of a dam and 
service reservoir at Expedition Pass to provide the Castlemaine locality with water for both domestic, 
irrigation, gold mining and manufacturing purposes. The new reservoir was completed in 1868 with an 
estimated capacity of 130 million gallons (591 megalitres). It covered 25 1/2 acres with a natural water 
shed of3,600 acres. ts construction had necessitated the diversion of the Golden Point Road since the 
old route had now disappeared under the reservoir. The outlet tunnel for the Reservoir was driven 
through solid rock. 

There was immediate agitation for the Expedition Pass Reservoir to provide domestic water to the 
Castlemaine locality and works to enable the supply of domestic water were commenced in April 1869. 
However the new reservoir proved particularly prone to siltation and during the four years it supplied 
water to Chewton and Castlemaine before the locality was connected to the Coliban Main Channel in 
1874, residents complained that the water was "utterly unfit for domestic purposes but .... admirably 
suited for irrigating the garden being considerably impregnated with an earthy deposit. Cattle won't 
drink it". This siltation was so severe that a survey carried out in I 872 demonstrated that the reservoir's 

·iginal capacity of 120 million gallons had sunk to 100 million gallons in just four years. If siltation 
continued at this rate it was estimated that the reservoir would be obliterated in less than 80 years. 
The Expedition Pass Reservoir was also used increasingly for leisure pursuits. An Acclimatisation 
Society - or Angler's Club - was formed in 1872 and in the following year a variety of young fish were 
released in the Expedition Pass Reservoir. In early 1873 the Castlemaine and Chewton Rowing Club 
held their opening fete with boat races on the Reservoir. 

DESCRIPTION 

The Expedition Pass Reservoir site comprises a number of elements. The Victorian Water Supply Race 
from the Coliban Main Channel to the reservoir, the embankment, the outlet tower, the outlet valve and 
masonry setting below the embankment and the bye-wash are all considered part of the Expedition Pass 
Reservoir site. This reservoir embankment is also made of earth with a puddle core. It is 665 feet 
(202 7 m) long and its highest point is 59 feet (18 m). Although the dam itself was well constructed, the 
construction of the outlet after the dam was finished resulted in leaks when it was filled. The outlet 
tower is similar to the one at Barkers Creek Reservoir. The other interesting features at this site are the 
outlet valve at the base of the embankment, the by-wash, and the water race that took water to mining 
activities as far away as Moonlight Flat including the Garfield Water Wheel, the foundations of which 
are located in the Castlemaine Historic Reserve. In 1914 the Golden Point Reservoir was constructed 

.e half mile (800 metres) south of the Expedition Pass Reservoir. It was designed to boost pressure 
and supply much cleaner water to Castlemaine. This Expedition Pass Reservoir is no longer used for 
domestic water supply Today it is used as a supply of water for fire fighting, recreational activities such 
as boating and fishing and as a valuable flora and fauna habitat. The Reservoir is an area of local scenic 
beauty. 

REFEREt',CES 
.A.non. Caliban Water Scheme, Kyneton Guardian, 1938 
Thomas, Lou, Faraday School Centenary Booklet, 1969 
Time line compiled by B. James 
MA.M 26 March, I 873 quoted in Castlemaine Mail, 3 October, 1993: and other MA.M reports 
A survey undertaken at the Expedition Pass Reservoir in about 1872 proved that its capacity of 120 
million gallons had already sunk to 100 million gallons through siltation. If siltation continued at the 
same rate the reservoir would be obliterated in less than eighty years (Caliban Water Scheme, Kyneton 
Guardian, 1938) 
A1A.AI, I 6 Nov I 872. 
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CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 

FILE No: GP 17 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Golden Point 

NATIONAL TRUST □ 
NATIONAL EST A TE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

NAME: Donkey Gully Bridge 
ADDRESS: off Golden Point Road 

FORl'WER NAME: 

TITLE DETAILS: MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 574 952 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

The Donkey Gully Bridge is one of the few remaining elements that indicates the once busy transport 
route that connected the diggings on either side of Forest Creek. The gold discoveries of 1851 where in 
this area and mining continued through to the 1930s along the creek and in the quartz reefs and gullies in 
the hills. The route between Golden Point and the busy mining communities at Moonlight Flat and 
Specimen Gully was through the hills via this bridge. The slate abutments and remaining timber trestles 
and decking are picturesque reminders of this important transport link. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Transport 

BUILDING DA TE 
1850s 
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HISTORY 

Throughout July and August 1851, Victorian newspapers had been filled with reports of the spectacular 
riches being discovered on the alluvial fields ofBuninyong/Ballarat A small letter in the Argus, inserted 
in early September by a shepherd employed at Mount Alexander station, notifying the public that he and 
three others had found gold in the Mount Alexander ranges, might almost have gone unnoticed. 
However there were always those prepared to act upon the latest news of gold and a trickle of diggers 
made their way to the place near Mount Alexander, subsequently known as Specimen Gully, only to 
discover the gold John Worley's party had found was entrapped in quartz. Gullies were prospected 
further south along Forest Creek and, in October, plentiful gold was discovered in the alluvium at what 
was to become Deadman's Gully at Golden Point This sparked a rush to the area that was to astound 
contemporaries and inspire descriptions of the richest alluvial goldfield in the world. 

In many ways, the early months of the Mount Alexander rush set the standard for all rushes that were to 
follow. Serie has suggested that at no other goldfield was gold spread so shallowly and liberally over 
such a large area, giving every digger "a better than even chance" of finding profitable amounts of gold. 
The continued erosion of rich gold bearing quartz in the hills around Forest Creek had taken large 
quantities of gold down into the Forest Creek gullies and flats and flakes of the metal and small nuggets 
were frequently visible on the surface The Argus correspondent reported that he witnessed "sixty 
persons, all busy with their knives, turning over the sods, filling their pint pots with the precious 
ore ... one person was fortunate enough to fill a quart pot". This incident became part of Victoria's gold 
-•sh mythology when S.T Gill made it the subject of one of his water colours. Over a large area at 

jlden Point and Sailor's Gully deposits of gold were found barely twelve inches below the black soil 
and each tub of wash dirt yielded between 12-20 oz of gold. The news of such finds spread so rapidly 
that just five weeks after the discovery of gold at Golden Point, Forest Creek was lined for ten miles 
with "tents, diggers and dangerous holes" with an estimated population of 8,000 and by the end of the 
year this number had more than tripled to 25,000. Such experiences and the phenomena of diggings life 
generated a plethora of contemporary accounts and descriptions that came to typify the public image of 
a "rush". Within the Shire of Metcalfe, the township of Chewton and the settlements of Golden Point, 
Barkers Creek and Specimen Gully once formed part of the Mount Alexander diggings. 

This bridge connected the Golden Point Road across Forest Creek to the mine sites and dwellings in 
Donkey, Golden and Deadman's Gully. It was also a major traffic route for crossing the hills to 
moonlight Flat Specimen Gully and Barker's Flat The mining activity in the area continued from the 
1851 alluvial diggings through to the quartz and dredging that still operated in the 1930s. 

The bridge is one of the few relics that survives to show the important transport route that once 
connected the Golden Point area to the mining activity across the creek. 

DESCRIPTION 

.1e bridge has abutments of local slate which are still in good condition. The timber bridge structure is 
of roughly squared and round trunks. The braced timber trestles still survive and part of the large beams 
are also still intact. Most of the bridge decking is n9w missing with only a few planks on the central 
section surviving. 

The slate abutments and the decaying timber are a picturesque element in the bush setting. 

REFERENCES 
See Environmental History Vol I Metcalfe Heritage Study 

Assessed by 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg 
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HISTORY 

By the early twentieth century, memorials were being erected at locations all along Major Mitchell's 
route including bronze memorials at Pyramid Hill and Flinders Peak. In 1913 a meeting organised by the 
Faraday School Committee was held to decide on the "best means of perpetuating the memory of Major 
Mitchell, the famous Explorer". A granite cairn was recommended with a stone tablet "being not nearly 
so expensive as bronze". Three locations were suggested and a site near the old boat house at the 
Expedition Pass Reservoir was finally agreed upon. The cost was £19/10 to be collected by public 
subscription. 

The cairn was unveiled on the 22 April, 19 I 4 and was inscribed with the words, "On 29 September, 
1836 Major Mitchell after passing through this ravine named it Expedition Pass. Erected by Public 
Subscription, 22 April, 1914." The meeting had recommended that Mr C. Long, M. A an author of 
several works on Australian history, be consulted with regard to a short and historically accurate 
inscription. However in his writing on the Major Mitchell track, Gregory Eccleston points out that the 
inscription is misleading on two counts. Firstly, the ravine mentioned is Golden Gully which cannot be 
seen from the cairn and secondly, Mitchell did not name the ravine Expedition Pass but rather the gap in 
the dividing range to the west, at the head of the ravine. 

DESCRIPTION 

A rough granite cairn, "6 feet at the bottom and 10 feet high" built in with cement. It has a red granite 
tablet with lead lettering. The words inscribed are, "On 29 September, 1836 Major Mitchell after 
passing through this ravine named it Expedition Pass. Erected by Public Subscription, 22 April, 1914." 

REFERENCES 
MAM, 24 Nov 1913, 1914 
Gregory, Eccleston, Major Mitchell's 1836 Australia Felix Expedition, Department of Conservation, 
F crest and Lands, Melbourne, 1985, p I I 8 

Assessed by 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTOR1C BUILDINGS REGISTER 0 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: GPl8 

TOWN/DISTRICT: Golden Point 

NAME: The Manse 
ADDRESS: off Golden Point Road 

FORt'VIER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 572 952 

This house which may have been the residence for a Welsh Calvinist minister, is one of the few intact 
buildings to survive from a period when Donkey Gully and Golden Gully thronged with people. Its 
construction near the Welsh Calvinist church is indicative of the presence of a strong cultural group -
Welsh miners - in the area. The building is another example of the simple brick houses of similar design 
built in the Chewton area in the late 1850s or 1860s (see C76, C77 and Cl 15). 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Community Life (Church) 
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HISTORY 

Local tradition has referred to this building as "The Manse". 

With the discovery of the Nimrod Reef stretching from the head of Golden Gully to the head of Donkey 
Gully in the late 1850s there was an influx of quartz miners into the Golden Point area, many of them 
Welsh. In 1858 land near this site was granted for church use and in I 859 a Welsh Calvinist church was 
opened at Donkey Gully. It was said by Lou Thomas in his History of Faraday that this house was built 
to accommodate the minister. 

A Church of England non-vested school also operated near this site from 1859 to 1877 - initially in a 
wooden school building, owned by the Welsh Calvinist Church and, from 1874, when this became too 
dilapidated, in the church itself 

The church operated until 1914 when the exhaustion of all forms of gold mining in the area, led to its 
closure. It was dismantled in 1924. 

No further information about a Minister's residence has been located. The Parish maps show that 
William Thomas purchased the land on which this building stands. He was a trustee of the 
Congregational Church, as the church came to be known, at Golden Point and may have been a lay 
preacher. His grand-daughter quotes the family history as stating that he built a brick house in I 866 
npsr to his mine. In this house his family of six were raised. 

This house may have become the residence of the minister of the church or may have been called "The 
Manse" due to Mr. Thomas' devotion to the church. 

DESCRIPTION 

The building is another example of the simple brick houses of similar design built in the Chewton area in 
the late 1850s or 1860s (see C76, C77 and Cl 15). The house is of face brick with a hipped roof The 
centrally placed doorway has an arched opening and is flanked by symmetrically placed rectangular 12 
pane windows. The building has had a skillion addition at the rear and there is a gable roofed section 
behind this. No chimneys survive on the front section. 

REFERENCES 
Chewton Video, No. 3 
Information from Silas Ellery and Stuart Williamson 
Barbara James, Notes on the Golden Point Area near Chewton, 1989 and additional research on the site 
and the history of the Independent and Welsh Congregational churches in the Chewton area. 
Records of family history from Claire Kroner-Hansen, grand-daughter of William Thomas of Donkey 
Gully. 
Lou Thomas, History of Faraday, School Centenary, 1969 
1905 Congregational Year Book 

Assessed by 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HER1T~GE STUDY l99U93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORJC BUILDINGS REGISTER □ 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST □ 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER □ 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: ES 
TOWN/DISTR1CT: Elphinstone 

NAME: Allendale 
ADDRESS: Bendigo-Sutton Grange Road 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 642 917 

Allendale, a brick house with wide verandahs, is a typical example of the increased comfort of farm 
houses that were built in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century and added to progressively as 
farm profits allowed. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Agriculture 

BUILDING DATE 
1860s additions 
1912,1927 
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HISTORY 

In 1861 William Owens purchased Allendale from a Mr. Patterson. In 1874 his son, John Owens, a 
farmer, owned 80 acres in Faraday. Fifteen years later he had a house and had increased his acreage to 
380 acres. In 1896 Robert Oliver Jnr, son-in-law of William Owens, purchased Allendale. His father, 
Robert Owens Snr., was the manager ofColiban Park from 1869 until 1886. Robert Owen Jnr. 
managed Silesian Downs at Mysia and only returned to Elphinstone in about I 904. Robert Owen Jnr. 
altered the original four roomed brick house constructed by William Owens. The southern portion was 
built in 1912 and fully lined in pressed steel. In 1927 the front section was rebuilt and the passage 
relocated. 

Their only daughter, Helen Oliver, married James Mactier and the property is now owned by their son 
Douglas Mactier. 

_:scRIPTION 

The house is of face brickwork with a corrugated iron roof The brickwork has been painted. 

The house reflects its growth over time with the two main sections having intersecting gambrel roofs. 
The house is built with the front verandah posts very near the site boundary and this makes the house a 
prominent landmark on the road. The section nearest the road has a splayed corner window with the 
spay reflected in the roof form. The centrally placed wide chimney is decorated with a flat corbelled 
band of bricks. This contrasts with the chimney on the rear section which has two bands of brickwork. 

The wide verandah springs from below the narrow roof eaves and has a straight pitch. There is no 
decorative brackets, frieze or capitals to the verandah posts. 

At the rear of the main house is a small weatherboard building with a gable roof and a return verandah 
with a straight pitched roof The sides of the verandah have been enclosed. This building adds to the 
character of the farm house and gives the side courtyard a sense of enclosure. 

REFERENCES 
Information from Douglas Mactier and Silas Ellery 
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books 

Assessed by 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg 
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S1URE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STJJDY 1~92/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS REGISTER □ 
HBC No. 
NATIONAL TRUST □ 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER □ 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE No: E21 
TO\VN/DISTRJCT: Elphinstone 

NAME: St Mary's Church of England 
ADDRESS: Pyrenees Highway 

FOR'\1ER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 624 902 

St Mary's Church of England, a red brick building of simple design, has been an important focus of local 
life for over 120 years. It is of interest that the church was built of surplus bricks orignally intended for 
the Elphinstone tunnel on the Melbourne - Echuca railway. The soft brick colour, the lack of adornment 
and the siting of this small church on a cleared flat space among pine trees makes this building a 
significanct element in Elphinstone. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Community Life (Churches) 
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HISTORY 

There had been a saw milling settlement at Elphinstone, (known originally as Saw Pit Gully) since the 
1840s and when gold was discovered at nearby Forest Creek, its population escalated. However all 
attempts to establish a permanent place of worship had not met with success. 

During the mid I 850s church services were held for a period by a "Christian Association" in an iron 
prefabricated store. In I 860 the Rev. J. S Low from Taradale obtained a grant from general church 
funds in order to employ a lay reader for Elphinstone. For the next twelve months the lay reader 
conducted public worship in the Church of England school room (where school lessons had been given 
since l 856) and also visited residents of the district. This highlighted the need for a permanent church 
building and a Sunday School and fund raising was started toward this end. 

Saint Mary's Church of England was opened on the 28 April, 1861, by the Archdeacon of Castlemaine. 
It is said to have been built from surplus bricks left over from the recently constructed Elphinstone 
Railway Tunnel. In 1862 it was attached to Fryerstown where the Rev A H. Wyatt was licensed Priest 
in Charge. 

DESCRIPTION 

The church has a simple rectangular plan with a gable roof and a centrally placed gable roofed porch. 
T'1ere are three pointed arched windows down each side with brick arched hood moulds and brick 

.1dow sills, The porch once had an arched headed entry but this has been replaced with a flat lintel 
and square door. The church had a belfry with bell but this was dismantled when the bell was stolen by 
vandals. 

The soft brick colour, the lack of adornment and the siting of this small church on a cleared flat space 
among pine trees makes this buildi_ng a significant element in Elphinstone. 

REFERENCES 
Church of England Messenger, May 1861 
Vision and Realisation 
Ray Bradfield, Elphinstone 

Assessed by 
W. Jacobs/K. Twigg 
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SHIRE OF METCALFE HERITAGE STUDY 1992/93 

CURRENT LISTINGS: 
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HBC No. 

FILE No: E27 
TOWN/DISTRICT: Elphinstone 

NATIONAL TRUST 0 
NATIONAL ESTATE REGISTER 0 
OTHER 

TITLE DETAILS: 

NAME: Bateman's Garage 
ADDRESS: Wright Street 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
Sec 4, Allotment 11 MAP REFERENCE BU 629 902 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Bateman's garage, which operated first as a blacksmiths (1919-1928) and then as a motor garage, 
represents the transition from horse transport to motor transport. Its survival as a vacant building is a 
reminder of the long term effects which the introduction of motor transport had on agricultural 
communities. The site has a strong association with the Bateman brothers who ran the garage and were 
well known throughout the Shire for their ability to repair just about anything. The siting of this 
building near the railway station and the hotel helps to interpret the busy transport hub that once 
revolved around the Elphinstone station. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Towns (Commercial), Transport 
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HISTORY 

In 1919 the Bateman family moved to Elphinstone from the town of Beech Forest. It is said they 
brought with them a house and a blacksmith's shop which was transported from Beech Forest to 
Elphinstone by rail. However it is perhaps more likely that just the house was transported since the 
blacksmith's shop would have been a simple structure and easily replicated. At the turn of the century a 
blacksmith's shop had been operated in Elphinstone by Joseph Archer and the Batemans may have taken 
over his premises. In any event, John Henry Bateman established a blacksmithing business in the centre 
ofElphinstone just west of the railway. 

John Bateman operated his blacksmith's shop for almost ten years until the growing popularity of motor 
transport prompted his two sons, Victor and Robert (Vic and Bert) to remodel the building so it also 
served as a motor garage. Petrol bowsers were installed at the front of the building. The two brothers 
did mechanical repairs but were also prepared to work on a wide range of agricultural and household 
implements. They used to say about the only thing they hadn't fixed was dentures I Both Vic and Bert 
were racing car enthusiasts and they would travel to Phillip Island with another Elphinstone identity, 
Harry Timmins, to watch the car racing. 

The property was eventually sold to "Bluey" Hodgetts who surrounded the site with the wrecks of old 
cars. After Bluey Hodgetts moved to Taradale the building was run for a short time as a brass factory. 

DESCRIPTION 

i'he building is a corrugated iron clad double gable roof shed. The right hand gable is slightly wider than 
the left hand side gable. Each gable roofed section has a larger vertical board timber clad sliding door. 
The building is lit from flat glass rooflights. 

The former garage and smithy is a stark utilitarian building set in the centre of the railway precinct. This 
type of building was once common in the centres of towns or near the railway where it catered for the 
transport needs of the community. Many made the transition from serving the horse drawn vehicle trade 
to the motor car. The evidence of this change is marked here by the base and canopy of the now 
dismantled petrol pumps. The siting of this building near the railway station and the hotel helps to 
interpret the busy transport hub that once revolved around the Elphinstone station. 

REFERENCES 
Information from Douglas Mactier and Silas Ellery 
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books 
Marilyn Botwood, History of Elphinstone, nd 
Wise's Post Office Directory of Victoria, 190 I 
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NAME: Elphinstone Hotel 
ADDRESS: Wright Street 

FORMER NAME: 

MAP NAME: Chewton 
MAP REFERENCE BU 628 902 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

The Elphinstone Hotel, has served as a meeting place for the surrounding community for over a century 
and has high social value. Along with the railway station, Bateman's garage and the war memorial, it is 
one of a group of sites which form the focal point of the Elphinstone township. The township's past 
notoriety as a wholesale liquor depot in the 1850s gives the Elphinstone Hotel added interest. The 
building has the form of a mid-nineteenth century hotel and although it has been altered, still retains its 
form and basic materials. 

Local Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing) 

THEMES 
Community Life (Hotels) 
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HISTORY 

There had been a saw milling settlement at Elphinstone, (known originally as Saw Pit Gully) since the 
1840s and when gold was discovered at nearby Forest Creek, it became the nearest point to the Mount 
Alexander Diggings at which liquor might be kept in bulk until licenses on the gold field were finally 
approved in 1854. This led to a proliferation of hotels in Elphinstone and by 1855 it was the site of 
about a dozen establishments selling alcohol in quantities of not less than two gallons 

However once licences were permitted on the gold fields the number of hotels in Elphinstone quickly 
declined and by l 870 the rate books make mention of only one, managed by George Bums. It is 
difficult to establish whether this is the present hotel. The Elphinstone Hotel was first commercially 
licensed as such by Richard Lonsdale in 1876 but it may have existed earlier under a different name. 
Richard Lonsdale may have died in the early 1890s for in l 895 Mrs Lonsdale is listed as the new owner. 

Pat Doran became the publican of the Elphinstone Hotel at the turn of the century although the building 
continued under the ownership of Mrs Lonsdale until approximately l 905 when it was purchased by 
Newman and Co. Pat Doran remained the publican. In 1922 a public telephone and exchange were 
located at the hotel and a store, run by a Mrs O'Brien, operated from the present day lounge. Between 
1921 and 1925 the hotel was purchased by Sara Stevenson and the property's rated value almost 
doubled. This may have been due to alterations to the building or to the purchase of more land around 
the hotel. Certainly by 1930 when the hotel had passed into the possession of William Brown, the store 
stood on five acres while in 1920 the owners had possessed only 1 3/4 acres. William Brown and his 

:e may have worked as publicans in the hotel before they purchased the business since when they left 
the town in 1941 it was claimed they had run the hotel for the last twenty years. 

DESCRIPTION 

The Elphinstone Hotel is a brick building with the main section under a wide hipped roof A smaller 
hipped roof covers a section to the east which may have been added. The roof is clad in corrugated 
iron. The building has a straight pitched verandah springing from below the eaves of the roof The plain 
timber posts are set on low concrete bases. It would appear that the verandah is a recent addition or the 
original verandah has been rebuilt or replaced. The verandah has no decoration. The windows all 
appear to have been altered from the original configuration. The face brickwork has been painted. 

The building has the form of a mid-nineteenth century hotel. It has been altered but still retains its form 
and basic materials and is a major element in the area surrounding the railway station. 

REFERENCES 
Information from Douglas Mactier and Silas Ellery 
Shire of Metcalfe Rate Books 
Record,- of the Cat!emaine Pioneers, (Robert Mitchell), 
MA.tv1 19 Dec I 941 
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STA TE\-IEl'i"T OF SIG:\IFICANCE 

FILE :\o E29 

TOW:"i/DISTRJCT: Elohinsrnne 
:"i"A\IE: Elphinsrnne Station 

ADDRESS: \\"right Street 

FOR.\IER :"i"A\IE: 

\IAP :\"A\IE: Chewwn 
\-IAP RIFIRI:\CE Bli 629903 

The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design 
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome 
and bichrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The line is imponant also 
as an expression of the imponance in capturing the ,\'lurray River and Riverina trade for the Pon of 
,vlelbourne and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route 
recalls the local lobbying to have the line divened in their interests. The brick and cement render station 
is one of two similar designs prepared solely for this rail way line. The goods shed and Melbourne 
waiting platform are also important. This is the first of the brick station buildings on the line. 

State Significance 

RECOMME1'.'DA TIO NS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as pan of the /vlelbourne '.\fount 
,-\lexander and '.\forray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the :\"ational Estate and the 
Historic Buildings Register. 

THE\'lES 
Transpon 
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HISTORY 
In June of I S52 the \felbourne \fount _.',_jexander and \-furray River Railway Company was pro::mlgated 
to build a main line of railwav from \felbourne to \fount _.',_jexander and the \lurrav River at Echuca 
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by the Government in 1856 and to the· formation of the· 
\"ictorian Railways Depanment during the same year. The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which rnns 
through the Shire of Metcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the ex:ant 
structures and their number and diversity. The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection 
of early stone and iron viaducts The use of available local building materials adds interest to these 
structures, the use of local granite led directly to the development of the Harcourt quarrying industry. 
The availability of building material determined the character of each section of line within the Shire; 
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at 
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcourt The construction of the line 
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for 
improved working conditions and the venue in 1859/60 for a strike against the principle of sub
contracting, for the direct importation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established 
conditions and rates of pay, for a partial alliance between German and local masons and for the final 
collapse of the established level of wages. 

Initially a station was not planned for Elphinstone and when the line opened in l 862, only a wood siding 
was provided. With the inability of trains to stop at Chewton which was the nearest siding to the busy 
mining area ofFryerstown, the locals agitated for Elphinstone to become a Station and the present 
Station buildings were erected to meet this need. The contract for the works was signed on 27.2/1863 
'"ith the contractors Cormack and Irving. The building is one of two on the line, the other is Elmore 

.ilt l 870, which are identical in plan and the design occurs nowhere else on the railway network. 

DESCRIPTION 
The Station complex comprises the two curved platforms, the Station building, lamp room/toilets, and 
goods shed on the southern platform and a timber office/signal box, parcel room and shelter shed on the 
northern platform. The Station building originally consisted of the booking and telegraph office, 
waiting room and small Station master's residence. It was extended to the south in timber but this has 
since been removed. 

The Station is a single storey rectangular brick building with the sills, waisted architraves, cornice and 
quoins picked out in cement render. The building is on granite footings. The Station building has a 
hipped slate roof The platform verandah has a concave roof supported on timber stop chamfered posts 
with simple arched brackets. The posts are supported on granite pads. There has been some alterations 
to doors and windows. The west wall has been rendered. 

The combined lamp house and lavatory block echoes the design of the Station building in brick and 
render with moulded architraves and rendered quoin work. This also has a slate roof. The cast iron 
guttering remains. 

,e goods shed has a gable slate roof with the walls red face brick it is seven bays long and three wide, 
with the bays being defined by wide cream brick pilasters in the same plane as the cream brick cornice, 
which is carried on a corbel table of shaped cream bricks. The segmental arch impost are of granite and 
the cast iron gutters remain. The end elevations are divided into three full height bays with raked corbel 
tables. 

The Melbourne platform has a timber shelter shed, parcels room and ticket office with projecting signal 
box bay in timber and corrugated iron. The parcel room and shelter shed have skillion roofs \,ith the 
ticket office having a gable roof. These buildings are suffering from vandalism and require urgent · 
attention 
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REFERENCE 

The line was the largest of the Colony's first two trunk lines and has the greatest diversity in the design 
and materials of buildings and structures. Materials range from bluestone and granite to monochrome and 
bichrome brickwork, influenced by the natural resources of the localities. The range of bridge and viaduct 
designs includes girder bridges and round three centred and segmentally arched opening, whilst the scale 
of the viaducts compares with the Geelong - Ballarat main trunk lines. The line is important also as an 
expression of the importance in capturing the Murray River and Riverina trade for the Port of Melbourne 
and the significance of the Castlemaine and Bendigo goldfields in the 1860s. The route of the line recalls 
the local lobbying to have the line diverted in their interests. The line remains as the Colony's largest 
single endeavour of its time. 

State Significance 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Metcalfe Planning Scheme (individual listing). Recommended as pan of the Melbourne Mount Alexander 
and Murray River Railway Line to be added to the Register of the National Estate and the Historic 
Buildings Register. 
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HISTORY 
In June of 1852 1he \lelbourne \fount Alexander and \lurray fuver Railway Company was promulgated 
to build a main line of railway from \lelbourne to \fount Alexander and the \lurray fuver at Echuca. 
Its inability to raise funds led to its purchase by 1he Government in 1856 and to the formation of1he 
\'ictorian Railways Department during the same year The Kyneton to Bendigo Section which runs 
through 1he Shire of\'letcalfe was opened in 1862. The significance of the line is due to the ex1ant 
structures and their number and diversity The line includes the largest and most spectacular collection 
of early stone and iron viaducts. The use of available local building materials adds interest to these 
structures, the use of local granite led direc1ly to the development of the Harcour1 quarrying industry. 
The availability of building material determined the character of each section of line within the Shire; 
bluestone was used for railway structures in the vicinity ofTaradale, granite and red and cream brick at 
Elphinstone while granite was the primary building material at Harcour1 The construction of the line 
was the largest building enterprise in the colony at the time. It was also the focus of the battle for 
improved working conditions and the venue in I 859/60 for a strike against the principle of sub
contracting, for the direct impor1ation of indentured German masons to undercut locally established 
conditions and rates of pay, for a panial alliance between German and local masons and for the final 
collapse of the established level of wages. 

Originally the railway's planned route took the straightest possible path from Elphinstone to Sandhurst, 
bypassing Chew1on and Castlemaine and the hills between. The fact that this proposal was abandoned in 
favour of a diversion to Castlemaine requiring miles of extra track, a steep descent and the construction 
of a long tunnel through solid rock, is witness to the strength of the i\fount Alexander political lobby and 
•~ the size and wealth of the town ofCastlemaine. 

One of the two of the major under1akings on the Melbourne-Sandhurst line centred on Elphinstone At 
Elphinstone excavators were required to dig what was then the deepest cutting in Victoria, before 
blasting through solid rock to create the tunnel through to Chewton. During this period a huge workers' 
camp clustered on the outskins of Elphinstone. The tunnel is the second longest on the line running for 
1,264 feet (385 5 metres) and the cutting at the approach to the tunnel is 65 feet (20 metres) deep. The 
surplus bricks were said to be used to construct St. Mary's Church in Elphinstone 

DESCRIPTION 
The Elphinstone tunnel differs from the other major tunnel on the line in that it curves. The early 
newspaper repor1s stated that there was I 8,500 cubic feet of masonry in the stone footings and in the 
fronts and there are 65,000 cubic yards of brickwork The front at the Chewton end of the tunnel is also 
a road bridge. It has a semi-circular arch with elongated rusticated granite voussoirs, stone cornice, and 
quoins on the changes in angle of the front. The parapet is capped in granite. The tunnel is brick lined. 
Above the cutting is a half round brick lined culver1 with the bricks laid in stretcher bond. .Although 
difficult to see fully from the winding Highway adjacent fu the rail line, the cuttings and froihs are 
~•·-,,psed at various intervals giving an appreciation of the difficult terrain and grades in the area and the 
, "pe of the engineering feat required to bring the train through to Chewton and Castlemaine. 
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